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THE SPIRITUAL HERALD.
THE object of this periodical is to present the subject of spiritualism to the people of England in facts and arguments, and to
supply the deficiency of the popular press, which seems determined to keep the public blind to the greatest mental revolution of modern times. These facts will be supplied from the
numerous details of the American papers, and from the wonderful phenomena now of daily occurrence in our own English
homes, recorded for the benefit and instruction of those who
are candid and intelligent enough to investigate the most
remarkable crisis that has occurred since the opening of the
Christian era.
The modern spiritual manifestations have taken the world by
surprise. They were not expected by philosophers in an age of
materialism. But perhaps philosophers have yet to learn that
progressive movement is conducted by reaction, and that either
extreme produces its opposite. When this is understood, it
will no longer seem strange that spiritualism should have revived in an age like this.
Spiritual manifestations are familiar to all ages and countries.
There is not a province or parish in Christendom which has not
its tale of the supernatural. Many, perhaps most, of these are
fanciful inventions-the creations of popular bewilderment and
timid superstition ; but there is a deeply rooted faith in all
countries and in all ages that spiritual agency on solid mat er,
and spiritual appearances in solid form, are possible. A sp.rit
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is a body sui generis (of its own kind)-a spiritual body-perceptible to the senses of the inhabitants of this world under
' certain conditions. Angels appeared of old in bodily form and
ate and drank-they rolled away stones-they drew bolts and
opened doors--they struck off chains and fetters. What they
did then ·they may do ·again, or our faith is vain ; for it is·
founded upon such facts.
When we hear of such things being done as were done of
old, what shall we say or do 1 When the facts are attested by
thousands . of witnesses, how shall we reject them 1 Can we
believe the old and reject the new 1 Can we be Christians and
sneer like infidels at all spiritual phenomena except those that
were witnessed by the ancient Jews 1 Are Jews alone privileged to see spirits 1 Balaam was not a Jew, neither was the
patient quadruped that he bestrode. They both saw a spirit :
why should not we 1 Nature's laws are unchangeable. He
who sneers at spiritual manifestations as per se aL~urd, sneers
at all revelation, and is (even if he goes to church and takes
his family with him, and reads family prayers at home, and
says grace before and after meat) an infidel.
The age wants a test like the one that has come in the form
of modern spiritual manifestations. Christian faith l1as become
encrusted with dead matter. Like British goods, it is acln lterated
in every possible manner. It is even sneered out of literature,
which, with popular consent, avoids the subject altogether, and
teaches what is called natural religion-a sort of moral philosophy-in its stead. It wants but little to extinguish Christianity as anything but a tradition-an establishmt nt-a vested
interest, or some other mundane structure, which stands like
an Egyptian pyramid, because it cannot easily come down ;
but, like the pyramid, is surrounded with a barren desert of
creeds without faith, and forms without life-the ruins of a
world that once was, and is no longer, a living reality. A
series of spiritual moverneiits in such a state of tbi1 gs i~ refreshing, even if they come fi om the spirits of darknes~. To prove
to a materialised world tliat there are spirits of any i<ort is no
vain mission.
This has been done. In the United States of .Arr erica materialism and infidelity now chiefly exist in the chi c:1 es. · The
tables are turned, and the name of infidel haio <l.1111ged its
meaning. An immense number of those who v. flt' formerly
dead to all belief in a s11iritual world are now thf· n o~t devoted
and enthusiastic supporters of spiritual faith, com ;11 ed by evi-
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dence that they could not resist-by appeals to their senses,
their understandings, their feelings, and affections-in the reappearance of those dear friends who have departed this life,
and have communi-Oated with them from beyond the grave, in
a manner not to be explained by any supposition of imposture
or hallucination. . Frivolous apparently some of these modes of
communication are, but the scale is graduated from the frivolous
to the sacred; and the highest of all have given utterance to
thoughts and to language which scarcely find a parallel, and
not a superior, in any department of eloquence, theology, philosophy, or poetry; whilst the signs and wonders in the healing art by the imposition of hands, as in apostolic times, remind
us of the promise, that " the blind shall see, the deaf hear, and
the lame shall leap as a hart." We hear of healing mediums,
whose houses are thronged with vi~itors and patients waiting
to be touched-the very passages crowded as well as the aplj.l"i;ments, so as really to make it no exaggeration to say that it is
scarcely possible to obtain admission into the house.
The movement has been rapid, compared with other historical
movements. In 1844 the first spirit circles were formed, and
they were privately conducted for years. A record was kept
of the proceedings, and the spirits told the sitters that the time
was at hand when their numbers would increase. But there
was no appearance of increase till the rappings announced
themselves in Rochester, N. Y., in 1848. These at once gave
notoriety to the subject. After that all the various forms of
mediumship in succession appeared-in writing, drawing, playing on musical instruments, visions, trances, elevation , ,f heavy
substances and living persons in the air, spirit hands, spirit.
voices, spirit healing ; and still the wonders seem to increase,
and the facts are acknowledged even by the enemies of the
movement, who ascribe to abstract feelings and psychological
conditions, and other unintelligible agencies, what can only be
predicated of intelligent and superhuman agency.
EXTRAORDINARY WRITING MJmIU1(.~The Cincinnati Spiritual Mes.<enger says :
"A little girl about ten years old, the daughter· of a Methodist preacher at New
Albany, Ind., has been developed as a writing medium of an extraordinary character. She writes communications with both hands at the same time, and upon
different subjects, and while thus engaged can also converse with persons upon subjects distinct from either. The character of the communications thus written out
through her are entirely foreign to her own thoughts and above her natural capacity. This presents a new phenomenon, and would seem to indicate that the me·
dium is controlled by two different spirits at the same time. It will defy the
powers of the most skilful a11d ingenious operator of legerdemain."
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A.i.~D

THE SPIRITS.

Tm: following eloquent and most interesting letter appeared in one of
the London morning papers three or four months ago ; but the distinguished Author, well known in the literary and professional world, has
kindly forwarded it for insertion in the SPIRITUAL HERALD:It was in the spring of 1855 that I was invited by a friend, well known in the
literary world, to pay a visit to the lodgings of Mr. Daniel Douglas Home, then
recently arrived from America, for the purpose of witnessing certain remarkable
phenomena alleged to be from supernatural causes. Many feelings prompted me
to accept the invitation ; as, also, did the knowledge that Mr. Home was
familiarly known, as a plain, honest man, to Dr. Gray, the first homceopathic
physician in New York, and a man for whose character I have the highest
·
esteem.
I went to a honee in J ermyn-etreet, and introduced myself on the appointed
evening to Mr. Home, who, I found, was a modest, intelligent youth of about
twenty, in ill-health ; and, indeed, as he himself informed me, and as, on inspec·
tion, 1 found to be the case, with the marks of consumption legible upon hie
frame. My wife accompanied me, and I met in Mr. H.'s rooms three friends, all
of them men of talent and integrity. Bent upon narrative, and not upon dtofence
or hostility, I will omit nothing ; and so I here observe that we were, all of ne,
believers, beforehand, in the poeeibili~f of spiritual manifestations.
Before sitting down in "the circle,' I asked Mr. Home for some account of hie
antecedents. To the best of my recollection, he gave the following particulars :He was born in Scotland, and was taken to America when a ch Id. Very early
in life he used to surprise those with whom he was, by epontaneonely narr..ting, as
scenes passing before his eyes, distant events, such as the death of friends and relatives ; and these instances of second sight were found to be true telegraphy. It
was not hie fault-he could not help seeing them. Later on in his career, various
noises were heard in the room beside him. This was long before the spiritual
" rapping" was familiarly known in America.
He was an orphan, and lived with two maiden aunts, who were greatly scandalised at these circumstances. A member of the Presbyterian Church, these
knockings even accompanied him to Divine worship; and, coming to the knowledge of his ecclesiastical overmen, he was adjudged to be the victim of satanic
influences, and either excommunicated, or otherwise banished from the congrega·
tion. Afterwards he became a medical student; but ill-health forced him to abandon the idea of pursuing medicine as a calling. Such were the heads of what I
remember that he told ne, in answer to our inquiries, about himsel£
We were in a large upper room, rather bare of furniture ; a sofa, a large round
table, and a little buffet, together with a few chairs, were the fittings-up. One of
the party had brought with him a hand-bell and an accordion. We sat around
the table, with the hands resting upon it. In a few minutes the table vibrated,
or shuddered, as though actunted from within ; it then bt3came still, and instantly
eve•y one of us shook in his chair, not violently, but intimately, and like a jelly,
so that objects " dothered " before us. This effect ceased ; and now the heavy
table, with all our hands upon it, raised itself high up on its side, an<i rocked up
and down ; the raising proceeding from all different quarters, the medium and all
the rest of us (excepting our hands and arms, which were necessarily moved)
sittiog death-still. The lamp on the t~ble seemed as if it must tumble off; but
the medium assured ne there was no danger of that-that it was held safely in
its place. The hand-bell had been placed upon the wooden rim round the
pedestal of the table, and it now began to ring, apparently under different parts of
the circle. Mr. Home said that the spirits were carrying it to one of the party, ·
and suggested myse1£ I was sitting nearly opposite to him, at about three feet
distance. I put my hand down under the margin of the table, and in perhaps a
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minute's time, I felt the lip of the b~ll poked up gently against the tipe of my
~ngers, as if to ssy, " I am here, take me." This palpitation of the bell con·
tinued until I moved my fingers up its side to grasp it. When I cl\llle to the
handle, I slid my fingers on rapidly, and now, every hand but my own being
on the table, I distinctly felt the fingers, up to the palm, of a hand holding the
bell. It was a soft, warm, fieshy, radiant, substantial hand, such as I should be
glad to feel at the extremity of the friendship of my 1-t friends. But I had no
sooner grasped it momentarily, than it melted away, leaving me void, with the
bell in my hand. I now held the bell lightly, with the clapper downwards, and
while it remained perfectly still, I could plainly feel fingers ringing it by the
clapper. As a point of observation I will remark, that I should feel no more dif.
ficulty in swearing that the member I felt was a human hand of extraordinary life,
and not Mr. Home's foot, than that the nose of the Apollo Belvidere is not a
horse's ear. I dwell chiefiy, because I can speak surely, on what happened to
mysel~ though every one round the table had somewhat similar experiences. The
bell was carried under the table to each, and rung in the hand of each. The
accordion was now placed beneath the table, and presently we heard it moving
~ong. Mr. Home put down his hand to the margin and the instrument was
given to him. With one hand upon the table, and with the other grasping the
white wood at the bottom of the &eeordion, he held it bottom upwards, the keys
hanging down ove1·, and the instrument resting for support on, his right knee. It
plarod "Home, sweet home," and "God ssve the Queen," with a delicacy oftono
which struck every one present: I never heard silence threaded with such silver
lines. Afterwards, in the same way, we were favoured with "The Last Rose of
~ummer." The accordion was then taken to each member of the party in succesa1on ; we could hear it rustling on its way between our knees and the pedestal of
the table; and in the band of each person, a few notes, but no whole tunes, were
played. When in my own hand, I particularly noticed the great amount of force
which was exerted by the player. It was difficult to hold the instrument from
the strong downward pull, and bad I not been somewhat prepared for this, t·he
accordion would have fallen upon the fioor. In the course of the evening we all
felt either a finger, fingers, or a whole hand, pl&oed upon our knees, always with
a pleasant impreaeion at the time. A white cambric handkerchief was drawn
slowly under the table, and in the course of a few minutes handed to another person, tied in two knots, and put as a bouquet into the bell. And this experiment
also was repeated for nearly all present. While these things were going on, rap·
pings were heard in all parts of the room, in the table, in the floor, and the ceiling ; and sometimes they were so loud, that the medium requeste<I the spirits to
remember that he was only a lodger, and that these noises might disturb the peo·
pie in the rooms above and below. They were very unlike the "Great Wizard's"
raps, and occurred indifferently, as I ssid before, in all places and corners of the
chamber. Towards the end of the seance, five distinct raps were heard under the
table. which number, the medium said, was a call for the alphabet. Accordingly,
an alphabet was made ; and on Mr. Home asking if any spirit was present who
wished to speak to one of the party, the following sentence was given by the
alphabetic telegraph :- " My dear E-, !mortality is a great truth. Oh ! how
I wish my dear wife could have been present.-D.C." It purported to be a near
relation of one of those present, who died last year. The spelling, "imortality,"
surprised me at first ; but I recollected that the deceased, whom I knew well, was
constantly versed in black letter writing, which makes elisions in that way. This
ended, the medium fell into an apparently mesmeric trance, from which he addressed some good words of exhortation to each of us ; and told one of the party
in particular several details about deceased members of the family, which were not
known in the circle at the time, but verified to the letter afterwards. These, I
forbear to mention, becauRe they were of a strictly private nature. In hie
address, the medium spoke, not as from himself. but as from the spirit assembly
which was present ; and he ended with a courteous " Good night,• from
them.
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Considering that it requires a large apparatus of preparation for the greatest of
wisartls to eftect the smallest part of what t11e saw on this evening, namely, a rew
rape, one might have expected that Mr. Home would have bad rather bulging
pockets to do what I have related ; but I can assure your readers that he was as
meagre and unencumbered as the scantiest dresser need be. He bad no assistants, nnd no screens. When, during the evening, I asked if the jugglers did their
tricks by means similar to the agencies there present, the raps said "No;" but
in a pronounced manner they said "Yes," when the same question was put with
regard to the "Indian jugglers." We also asked the medium why the effects
generally took place '!llnder the table, and not upon it. He said that in habituated
circles the results were easily obtained above board, visibly to all, but that at a first
sitting it was not so. That scepticism was almost universal in men's intellects,
and marred the forces at work; that the spirits did what they did through our
life-sphere, or atmosphere, which was permeated by our wills ; and if the will was
contrary, the sphere was unfit for being operated upon. And the upper part of
us, or the brain and senses, were more opposed to spiritual truth than the vital,
visceral, or instinctive part, which in this case is conveniently separated from the
other by the table. I give his explanation, in my own words, for what it is
worth.
It was perhaps a fortnight after this that Mr. Home came, by invit."tion, to my
own house, to sit in the circle of my family. He was brought to the door in a
pony chaise by some friends, with whom he was staying, and the little carriage
was full when he was in it-a fact which I mention, because again it is illcompatible with the paraphernalia of a wizard's art. I watched him walk up the garden, and can aver that he had no magic wand up his trouser leg, nor any hunch in
his dreBB that could betoken machinery or apparatus of any kind whatever. Arrived in the drawing-room, the "raps" immediately commenced in all parts of it,
and were also heard in the back drawing-room, which opens into the front by
folding doors. The party assembled to constitute the " circle" consisted of Mr.
Home, my four children, my wife and myseu; and two domestics. We sat round
a large and heavy loo table, which occupied the centre of the room. In a minute
or two the same inward thrill went through the table as I have described in the
:first seance; and the chairs also, as before, thrilled under us so vividly, that my
youngest daughter jumped up from hers, exclaiming, "Oh ! Papa, there's a heart
in my chair," which we all felt to be a correct expreSBion of the sensation conveyed. From time to time the table manifested considerable movements, and
after cracking, and apparently undulating in its place, with all our hands upon it,
it suddenly rose from its place bodily some eight inches into the air, and floated
wavering in the atmosphere, maintaining its position above the ground for half a
minute, or while we slowly counted 29. Its oscillations during this time were
very beautiful, reminding us all of a :flat disc of deal on an agitated surface of water.
It then descended as rapidly as it rose, and so nicely was the descent managed,
that it met the floor with no noise, as though it would scarcely have broken an
egg in its contact. Three times did it leave the floor of the room, and poise itself
in mid air, always with similar phenomena. During these intervals the medium
was in a state of the completest muscular repose ; nor, indeed, bad he had the toe
of Hercules for a lever, could he have managed this effect, for he and all of us
stood up each time, to follow the mounting table, and he stood with as complete
absence of strain as the rest of us. It requires two strong men t.o lift the table
to that height. One person might throw it over, but could by no meanB
erect it.
The travelling of the band-bell under the table was also repeated for every one
present, and this time they all felt the band, or hands, either upon their knees or
other portion of their limbs. I put my hand down as previously, and w~ .regularly stroked on the back of it hy a soft, palpable band as before. Nay, I d1stmctly
felt the whole arm against mine, and once grasped the band, but it melted as . on
the first occasion ; and immediately a call was made for the alphabet, there hemg
something to communicate. The "spirits" now spelt out, through Mr. Home,
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who had known nothing of what I had dotte under the table, "Do not · grasp our
hands." I asked why, and Mr. Home said that they had great difficulty in presenting, and thus rapidly incarnating these bands out of the vital atmospheres of
those present, and that their work was spoilt, and had to be recommenced when
they were interfered with, perhaps as a thought is sometimes broken in twain,
and cannot easily be resumed on the irruption of a stranger. During the stance
I had the border of a white cambric handkerchief just appearing out of the side
pocket of my paletot, which was open ; and though I could see no· agency, I felt
something twitching at the handkerchief; and· very gradually drawing it from my
pocket. Simultaneously with this, my eldest daughter, who sat opposite to me,
exclaimed, "Oh ! I see phosphoric fingers at papa's pocket;" and now; visibly to
all, the handkerchief was slowly pulled out and drawn under the table, whilst at
the ·same time I felt an arm that was doing it, but which was invisible to me. At
this time I was at least three feet from Mr. Home, with a person between us, and
he was absolutely passive. The feeling I had was of nudges, as distinct as ever
I felt from a mortal limb, and that on my breast and arm, which were above tue
table ; and yet, though the operation of abstracting my handkerchief was going
on visibly to all, the rest of ihe circle, as well as myself (all except my eldest
daughter), could see nothing. I can swear that there wa1:1 no machinery, unless
the skin, bone, muscle, and tendons of an unseen hand, forearm, and elbow, de·
serve the name.
While this was going on, and for about ten miuutes, more or less, my wife felt
the sleeves of her dress pulled frequently, and as she was sitting with her finger
ends clasped and hands open, with palms semi-prone upon the table, she suddenly
laughed involuntarily, and said, "Oh ! see, there is a little hand lying between
mine; and, now, a larger hand has come beside it. The little hand is smaller than
any baby's, and exquisitely perfect." Our domestics, and two of the children, as
well as my wife, all saw these hands, and watched them for between one and two
minutes, when they disappeared. I now held my watch at the table side, the key
in my hand, the chain and watch dangling from it, and I felt the weight of the
watch gradually taken off, the chain being raised horizontally to my hand, and
then the key, which I retained, was pulled laterally, and I let it go. It was
taken under the table to my youngest daughter, and put on her knee. Whenever objects were thus removed from the hand, they were taken with a degree of
physical power sufficient to suggest that the agent was capable of holding the
object without letting it fall. An hour and three-quarters were occupied in these
and similar manifestations, of which I have mentioned only the most striking, or
those personal to myself; and now Mr. Home passed into the trance state, spoke
of the spirit life, and the coming knowledge of it on earth, and said a few
wolds apposite to each person present; dwelling also upon the spiritual attendants
who were standing beside each. When he came to my wife he lifted up his hands
in an ecstacy, and described a spirit with her, most tiny, but beautiful. He said it
was a little sister who had gone away a long time. " But," she said, " I never
had such a sister." "Yes, you had, though she had no name on earth." ·on
inquiry in the family, an event, such as he alluded to, had happened. This is the
chief part of what struck me in &ance No. 2.
At 10, p.m., Mr. Home went away on his own legs, so limber that I never so
much as thought of any explanation of pasteboard arms or electric batteries con·
cealed about his person.
The next seance which I shall describe took place about the third week in July,
at the house of a valued friend in Ealing, who had become convinced of the
genuineness of the phenomena which accompanied Mr. Home, and with whom
that gentleman was now staying. The party sat down to the table with Mr;
Home, in the dusk of a fine evening, and were nine or ten in number. Here
again· I am forced to chronicle chiefly wh:i.t befel ruyselt; in order that I may be
no second-hand witness. The first thing I remarked was a gentle, tremulous fl.ash
of light. through the room, but what was the cause of it I am unable to detennine.
Wlien we had sat a few minutes I felt a decided but gentle grasp of a large man's
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hand upon my right knee, and I said to Mr. H., " There is a man's hand upon
my knee." "Who is it!" he said. "How should I know!" was my reply·
"Ask," sa.id he. " But how shall I ask 1" " Think of somebody," was his
answer. I thought involuntarily of an intimate friend, once a member of Parliament, and as much before the public as any man in his generation, and who diedon the 30th of June last. And I said aloud, "Is it --1" Hearty affirmative
slaps on the knee from the sa.me hand, which hail remained fixed till then, were
the reply to my question. " I am glad to be again in the sa.me room with 1ou,"
said I. Again the sa.me hearty greeting was repeated. "Are you better I' I inqnired. A still more joyous succession of slaps, or rather, i!" I may coin a word,
of accUSRions ; for the band was cupped to fit my bent knee, an<i l(ently struck me
in that form. " Have you any messa.ge to your wife 1" whom I shall probably
see in a few days!" Again, affirmative touches, five in number, therefore calling
for the alphabet. Mr. Home now called over the alphabet, A B C D, and when
he called T my knee was struck; again, when he said Hand E, and so on until
this was spelled out-" THlll ll!MORTAL LOVES." I remember at the time thinking
that this was rather a thin message; but the next time I sa.w Mrs. - - I told
her the circumstances, and gave her the words. Her son was sitting with her,
and said, "That is very characteristic of my fRther, for it was a favourite subject
of speculation with him whether or not the affections survive the body. Of the
immortality of the soul itself he never doubted; but t.he words, the immortal
l01Jea, show that he has settled the problem of his life." Such was the import
which the f&mily of the deceased, quite unexpectedly to me, conferred upon the
phrase. To return to Ealing, and that evening : after the last stroke of the hand
had indicated the end of the sentence, I said, "If it is really you, will you shake
hands with me !" and I put my hand under the table, and now the sa.me soft and
capacious hand was placed in mine, and gave it a cordial shaking. I could not
help exclaiming, " This hand is a portrait. I know it from five years' constant
intercourse, and from the daily grasp and holding of the last several months ! "
After this it left my knee ; and when I asked if there was anything more, there
was no response, and the agent appeared to be gone. But in two or three
minutes more another hand, evidently also a man's, but small, thin, firm, and
lively, was placed in the same position which the former had occupied ; and after
some preliminary questioning with Mr. Home, I said, "Is it Mr. - - !" naming
another valued friend, who, after 20 years of suffering, had departed this life
almost on the same day as Mr. - - . With liveliest finger tips, the affirming hand
danced up and down my leg, and upon my knee. I said, "I am glad to find you
are so much better." The playful hu.nd beat "yes" again. And this, in reply
to renewed questions, for two or three minutes. Then I said, " Have you any
communication for your wife when I see her!" There was no response, and that
agent there ceased to manifest himself. After another short pause, a totally dif.
ferent hand (a lady's) came to me, rested in my hand under the table, rubbed my
hand, and allowed me at leisure to examine the delicate, beautiful, and warmthraying fingers. It was signified that it was Mrs. - - , whom I had known in life,
and who wished to greet me. Between and during what happened to myself;
many of the rest of the circle were touched, and described their impressions much
as I have described mine. Some had merely a single finger put upon their knees.
Mr. Home said that the presenting spirits could often make one finger where they
could not make two, and two where they could not form an entire hand ; just as
they could form a hand where they could not realise a whole human fignre ; and
he also said that this was one reason why they did not show themselves aboveboard, because they did not like imperfect members to be seen.
These phenomena occupied less than an hour ; and now the circle was broken
up, and reconstituted, nine persons, to the best of my recollection, being arranged
at the table. The table was placed opposite a window, and the bright moonbeams streamed down upon its side. There was no candle in the apartment. The
space of table which fronted the window was not occupied by sitters; but the
company sa.t round about three-fourths of it, leaving the rest vacant. The right
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wing of the party WllB terminated by Mr. Home ; the left by the son of the host.
In a few minutes' time, close beside the latter gentleman, there emerged into
eight above the rim of the table, in the va.ca.nt space, a delicately beautiful female
hand and part of the forearm, apparently of ghostly tenuity. As I was sitting
exactly opposite the vacant space, I had a fair opportunity of watching this band
as it projected against the moonlight; it was a filmy·looking woman's hand, with
the fingers drooping forwards from left to right as I sat. The hand curved up
over the table margin, deliberately grasped a hand-bell placed near, and carrying,
it partly down, let it drop upon the floor. It then rose to sight again, and took
away a cambric handkerchief also placed near, which was tied in two knots under
the table, and presented to one of the company, who bad been strongly moved
from the time that this hand was first seen. I forbear to give the further details
of this hand, because they seemed to be of a private nature ; suffice it to say, that
it caused no little emotion to a gentleman who seemed concerned. On its disappearance, another hand, large, ~trong, and with the fingers extended, and pushed
bolt up in the moonlight, rose above the table near to Mr. Home. He cried out,
" Oh l keep me from that hand ! it is so cold ! Do not let it touch me ! " Shortly
it also vanished, and a third hand was seen at the other side of the vacant table
edge : this hand WllB in a glove. Then presently a fourth hand ascended on the
extreme lef~a lady's band, of beautiful proportions-and traversed the entire
vacant space from left to right, rising, and displaying the forea1m; and then, as
it neared Mr. Home, the entire arm. When it reached him, the hand was level
with his forehead, upon which it laid its palm, and with its fingers put bis hair
back, and played upon his brow for perhaps half a minute. I was 11itting next
but one to him, and leant forward past my intermediate neighbour, at the same
time requesting that if the hand belonged to my friend Mrs. - - , it might also
be laid on my forehead. This was delibefately done ; and I felt its thrilling im·
pression as the palm was la.id flat upon my brow, where it remained for several
seconds. It was warm and human, and made of no material but softest flesh.
During the interval in which I felt it, I had abundant opportunity of examining
most closely the arm and forearm. The forearm sleeve appeared to he of white
cambric, plain and neat, and it shone like biscuit-porcelain in the moonlight. The
sleeve of the dress up the arm was darker, but I do not remember the colour.
And bending over, as I did, to the vacant rim of the table, I saw bow the arm
terminated, apparently in a graceful cascade of drapery ; much as though an ann
were put out through the peak of a snowy tent, the apex of which thus fell
around the shoulder on every side. On leaving my forehead, the arm at once
.disappeared, and I watched it go. It was drawn into the same drapery; but so.
natively that I can only liken it to a fountain falling down again, and ceasing into
the bosom of the water from which it rose. And I also saw the drapery itself
vanish, apparently by the same dissipative process. And now the spirits spelt out
"Good Night."
These events occurred in the house of one of my oldest friends, whose superior
in inte11rity I have never known, and of whose talent and sagacity I never beard
a doubt entertained, until he endorsed these unpopular manifestations. I make
this remark also as a part of my life's experience. His character, 1 know, will
stand the world's rack and laugh, for his honesty has already withstood its
temptations.
.
Such is my experience. One hope I have in putting it forward is, that others
who have seen Mr. Home may do the like, and thns make their contribution to
the facts of the case.
In conclusion, I will observe that Sir David Brewster, and others almost as
eminent, appear to me to make a scientific error in one respect- viz., in their
estimate of the value of a man's character. They seem to think that charging a
man of good antecedents, and with every appearance of blameleBB life, with lying
and imposture of the most systematic kind, is positively the easiest account that
can be given of any rare phenomenon out of the pale of their own previous philosophy. I submit that this is not, for their own credit, the very first hypothesis
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of the case that ought to rush into their minds. Neither, parallel with this; is the
other hypothesis that men of ability in all other things, and till then known to be
shrewd and searching, are inmtuated dupes, to be commended as a proper valua·
tion of what is rare and valuable in the human species. The rule of law, that "a
man must be supposed innocent till proved guilty," is also the rule in such scientific explorations. This rule loves mets, and hates slander. I differ, therefore,
with Sir David Brewster in his mode of exploration, and also in hie valuation of
presumptive honesty and human testimony, which always hitherto has been the
most substantial word in the world, and a pillar which Divine Providence has not
disdained to use in supporting the canopy of his revelations.
This rule I would especially press upon the great Sir David Brewster, a man of
position, wealth, worldly repute, great talents, a name no one dares 11SAAi!, and
withal, responsibility to Heaven and hie generation, when he is dealing with the
orphan, Home, a man apparently as blameless as himself, but with nehher riches,
nor health, nor station, nor any possession if not honesty, and a ruinous peculi·
arity of gift. It is not, I say, the easiest way out of a difficulty to call this youth
a cheat. There are cheats of our own household, cheats in our own heads, some·
times co.lied prejudices, which might be suspected first, without violating any rule
of scientific inquest or humane valuation.
The experience of others in these matters bas, perhaps, differed very widely
from my own, and I desire to see this experience also brought forward. At other
11eancea I have seen only a part of the phenomena which I have described as
taking place on the three evenings which I have selected as being the fllllest and
best. And once or twice, when persons were present whom it was most desirable
to convince, almost nothing occurred. This, I submit, is one of the strongest
arguments in Mr. Home's :favour. W er!\ the phenomena a trick, they might
always be produced to order without variation. "The Great Wizard" never fails.
But, as he himself says, the spiritualists always mil in his company. Let thia
suggest that there is a total difference between him and them. It does not surprise me that spirits and their gifts should retire to a great-gulf distance from
where "the Great Wizard " is.
It seems probable, from experience as well as reason, that, granting the phenomena to be spiritual, the presence of determined scoffers at, and disbelievers in,
them, should, in case the said persons be preponderant in their influence in the
circle, render the manifestations imperfect or perhaps null. The known laws of
human sympathy, and the operations of our own spirits when antipathetic pen>ons
are near us, may also be cited in proof of this. I conclude, then, that to the
scoffer and the strongly prejudiced, who want no evidence, and to whom eVJdence
has no appeal, evidence is, for the most part, not forthcoming. Thie simplifies the
position ; but what still remains is the peculiar Christian politesse of this century,
viz., the necessity of good manners and the &gTeeing to differ. Ou the part of
those who believe, this may be beet secured by letting the other party be. Provi·
deuce can convince them, too, as easily as ourselves, when the time and their function
comes, but by snatching at them prematurely before they are ripe, we may evoke,
on a great scale, two of the most formidable spirits of this world-WRATH and
FEAR.

As a final remark, let me caution the public against being led by Sir David
Brewster, Mr. Faraday, and other men of great names in their own departments,
in this matter, which is not obviously within their field. W o hear much of not
choosing Crimean generals on old Peninsular qualifications. But to select a Fara·
day or a Brewster for opinion on this case, is a far worse error ; for all generals,
past, present, and to come, are in the military line ; but these great men are not,
and never were, in the line upon which they have professed to decide. They are
so alien to the subject, that they do not know the first condition of prosecuting it,
viz., a gift of sympathy, and openness to conviction. Their very speci11lty of
excellence in physical explorations, is against them in this new walk, which is
combined spiritual and physical. The common observer, with little in his mind,
with no repute to support, and no case to uphold, may perchance be equipped by -
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nature for these revolutionary sciences, where the 1cwam are stupid upon them.
~lve fishermen, and not the High Priests, are the everlasting resource of Provi·
dence. I therefore invite the unattached laity of all descriptions, the willing fishermen, to remember that they have no overmen in this department ; ·that it is an
untrodden field ; and that by the grace of God, there is at last a freedom for us
all from the pressure of big names ; because " the race is not to the swift, nor the
battle to the strong."
VERAX.

THE HEALING MEDIUMSHIP.
THE healing mediumship of modern spiritualism is analogous
to that of the early Christian gift. It is chiefly exhibited by
laying on of hands. There are also manipulations resembling
those of mesmerism ; but in general it is by the firm touch of
the hand that the cure is effected, and the name of mesmerism
is entirely abjured-the cures are ascribed exclm•ively to spirit
influence. Almost every species of disease ha.'3 been repeatedly
cured in a manner so quick and so decided as to compel our
assent to the influence of some extraordinary agency. When
cancers are healed, crooked spines made straight, and the
sight and the hearing restored, even by common medical
remedies, the cases are recorded as marvellous demonstrations of medical skill. But when such things are done without
skill at all, merely by the application of the human hand, what
can we say but that there is greater healing virtue in a hand than
in a drug 1 Perhaps they are not spirits that perf>rm these
cures ; but it so happens that they are performed by those who
believe in spirit agency, and ascribe them to it. The healing
power has belonged, and still belongs, to a great variety of
sects and faiths. The Brahmins in India do wonders with the
touch ; the descendants of the Prophet of the greater Desert are
also remarkable for the cures that they effect in this manner.
The Prince Hohenlohe, not many years ago, astounded all the
Western world with bis therapeutic miracles, by touch and
prayer alone. His complete restoration of the Princet:s Matilda
of Scbwartzenburg, a young lady of 17, who bad been 9
yea.rs a cripple, who could not turn herself in bed nor stand
on her feet, is one of the best-attested miracles in history. The
Prince commanded her to rise, in the name of the Lord Jesus,
and she rose instantly, walked into the garden, and was
. thoroughly healed. His power declined, and finally left him ;
but there can be no doubt, notwithstanding the unwillingness
of the Protestants to admit the truth of his mediumship, that
it was a reality. He was a Roman Catholic, and the Protea-
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tants thought that, by admitting the facts of the Prince's
miracles, they must admit the truth of Pofish superstition and
all its ritualism-an absurd and illogica conclusion ; but so
they reasoned. Valentine Greatrakes, as remarkable a healing
medium as Hohenlohe, was a Protestant. The power appears
to be independent of creed, and gives no attestation of the
doctrinal orthodoxy of him who holds it. The Author of
Chrio;tianity has decidedly said that many shall do mighty
works in his name, and yet he shall say to them at last, " I
never knew you." But still the works are facts, and the
mediumship is a fact, whatsoever the creed or the conduct of
the medium.
We do not subscribe to a spiritualist's creed because he has
one of the gifts. Properly speaking, spiritualists have no creed
of a special or formal character. They believe in the agency
of spirits, with every possible variety of doctrine. Spiritualism
is not a new church, nor a church at all, but it is a confirmation
of a truth which ought to be held by all churches that have any
life in them ; and if it be objected that these cures are done by
spirits, and not nominally by the Lord himself as of old, it
should be remembered that he promised that what he did we
should do also ; for we are all one in him. This the spirits acknowledge, all in some way or other.
The revival of the gift seems to have begun with the Roman
Catholics, in the person of Prince Hohenlohe, about 40 years
ago. Immediately after its decline in his person, it appeared
amongst the Protestants, about 25 years ago ; no church
accepted it as a fact, but the congregation of Edward Irving, of
the Scotch Church, received the manifestations with respect,
and gradually became a separate body in the usual Protestant
fashion. Mrs. Maxwell, lame for 23 years, and using crutches
for three years and a half, was cured instantaneously ; Miss
Fancourt, Miss Hughes, and Elizabeth Hall, were all similar
cases of marvellous and sudden restoration, which excited public attention ; and these were but a few of the many cases of
spirit-healing, moRt of which were concealed by the veil of private domestic life. Similar cases still occasionally happen
amongst the same people. Aft.er that, the healing virtue appeared to confine itself for some years chiefly amongst th~ mesmerists. Then it seemed, after a few years, to decline amongst
them, the power being far less vigorous in many than it used
to be some years ago. Travelling through the different phases of
principle and faitu, it arrived at the spiritualists of America>
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where it has shown for the last few years greater vigour, and
on a more extensive scale, than it ever has done in historical
times. With them the power is not occasional only, but resident in the mediums, who act with great confidence and faith,
and meet with a success that can only find its historical parallel
in apostolic times, and even in those the modern gift; was not
surpassed except in the persons of one or two individuals.
This gift; is naturally very popular amongst the spiritualists,
and makes a strong appeal to the senses and the selfishness of
man. It was the first pillar of the Christian faith, and is very
powerful in converting minds who ar~e from the outward to
the inward, as most men do. But it is never absolute or certain in its employment, except in Christ the Master alone. It
fails with spiritualists as with the Apostles themselves.
John Scott, formerly a pilot on the Mississippi River, and for
many years a confirmed atheist, has now for the last few months
left the river, and, an atheist no longer, but an agent, as he believes, of healing spirits, he has his house filled daily with
patients ready to be touched ; and cancer and crooked spine
and stammering speech are cured by the simple stroking of his
consecrated hand. Some are partially, others wholly cured.
Charles' Main feels the diseases of the affected in his own person
before he relieves them by imposition of hands. Mr. Alfred
Kyser, blind of one eye and nearly blind of the other, and
afllicted with poisonous sores over his body, was in twenty
minutes restored to the full and painless use of his eyes by the
simple touch of Mr. Eaton; whilst the ulcers began to subside
perceptibly and immediately. John Spear, John Sherman,
Mrs. Mettler, and many others, are equally remarkable for this
healing gift: A curious case, which reminds us of one of the
fantastic hopes of the old alchymists, we give as a sample in
the words of a clergyman, the Rev. J. B. Ferguson of Nashville, Tennessee, whose daughter Virginia, aged 14, was the
medium ; quoted from one of the spiritualist paperd : " At the close of the last session of her school in June, she and a younger sister
and brother were sent on a visit to our friends, in Maryville, Ky. Her mother expected to have followed in 11 few days, with a view of spending the summer at that
hospitable mansion of tried friendship. She was detained by sickness. After a
delay of six weeks, we were enabled to visit them, when, to our surprise, we were
info1med, by every member of the &mily, of the following wonderful manifest&·
tions through our own child.
" While the &mily were seated in the parlour, in conversation upon the probable sickness of the country, Virginia, suddenly and unexpectedly to all, ca.me under
spiritual inHuence ; assuming with much dignity and pleasantness the character of
11 physician ; alternately addressed them in what appeared Indian dialect and
English, and otherwise entertaining and astonishing all present. At this time a
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negro boy came in from the field, complaining of a severe pain in the shoulder,
and inability to use his arm. J:;he instantly took bold of him, and described the
cirCUilllltances under which he bad been injured; relieved him by bard but oamparatively painless manipulations. She then called for a clean cup and spoon. She
required it to be washed in the presence of all. No one anticipated, or eould anti·
cipate, what she intended. She took the cup, and with the spoon seemed
anxiously mixing some liquid. After a few moments, she held it before their
astonished gaze, when it was seen to contain a mixture of the consistence of thin
paste, oily to the touch, and of dark colour. All were satisfied, for all was con·
ducted in the bro!ld daylight, and without moving from their presence. She added
some water, and gave to every invalid on the premiies, each one of whom described
its taste, some of them not having witneSlled and not knowing bow it was produced.
This was repeated every day for two weeks; each invalid but one has recovered;
and the boy who could not lift his hand, as if the arm was dislocated, was made in
a few hours to raise it as readily as the other, and any heavy weight.a, such as
chairs upon it, outstretched.
" When these things were related to me, despite my experience, I confe88 I
could not believe. The most reliable men and women I bad ever known in all my
intercourse with mankind, and simple-tninded negroea and children, were the witnesses, I heard with surprise, and strove to be incredulous. Io the midst of my
disturbed reasoning upon what was related, she came into the room and at once
our friends said, 'Be quiet a11d you will see.' Her mother was sit:ing near me,
quite feeble, and was evidently somewhat alarmed at the appearance and manner
of Virginia. She spoke with a most impressive dignity and sweetne88 of m&Dner,
and seemed to remove the very atmosphere of fear. She spoke of herself as a
second person, and her mother instantly recognised her spiritual guides. She
gently manipulated her mother's region of the lungs; gave directions to myself
and others as to the necessity of an uptight posture of the body for health, and
having engaged the attention of all, called for her cup and spoon. In our presence
she made a coloured liquid with no materials near ht>r, apparently from the atmosphere ; and an ointment which Rhe used on the neck of a neuralgic gentleman
present. We saw, we felt, we tasted. We were not, for we could not be, mis·
taken. This we witnessed every day for a week, until every invalid, save one, was
restored. If it is esteemed necessary to refer to names, I would mention W. D.
Meriwether, Esq. and his mother Mrs. B. Meriwether, Mrs. King and daughter,
Mrs. Williamson, and the servants of the family.
" She is now with us at home ; goes regularly to school ; we neTer suft'er her
to be asked to submit to tltis influence; but almost every day, some one comes
in, unconscious of her powers, for whose benefit she is made the subject of
this influence, and always for the benefit of the sick. Her. mother is again
restored.
" I have no comments to make on this brief narrative. It is heyond my comprehension, confounds my ignorance, but excites my hope. I believe my senses,
therefore have I spoken. Of her I have only to say, that from a child she has
been devotional, cheerful, truthful to an eminent degree; loved by all; of good
mind, but nothing above that of girls of her age ; certainly deficient in what
is usually called talent. She was born February, 1841 ; is a child in all her

tastes."

No truth is self-evident, save that of man's immortality. Everything else requires the concurrent testimony of numerous witne88e&, but this great truth
is of itself so majestic and so grand, that all corroboration from or by that which
exists outside of itsel~ doe11 but obscure it as with darkening clouds. Trumpettongued, tb., soul proclaims its own imm!lrtal destiny, until the whole univeroalum
is filltid with the swelling diapason.
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CLAIRVOYANCE.
Eztracl frort1 a Letter from a Friend.

I HAD put the girl into a. mesmeric sleep, for the purpose of
making a. special inquiry, having frequently tested her varied
powers; a.nd before awakening her, I just thought of a letter
which had been given to me before leaving the city, which a.
friend of mine had received from Florida, America, requesting
informa.tion of a chest of plate which an ancestor had left, a.bout
40 or 50 years a.go, in some ba.nk in London.
'fhe writer waa a Mr. H--. I put the letter into her ha.nd
folded, 11.nd did not give her the slightest clew by observation
or otherwise. I merely requested the c1a.irvoya.nt to give me,
if she could, the history of that letter. She held it for a few
minutes and then said-" I have come, aa you wished, to New
York; but we are not going to stay here. Now we are at the
old gentleman's plantation, with ever so many little Topsy's.
How strange these negroes don't speak English ! What a.re
they saying? I think they are speaking Spanish," &c. "Now
we must go back to London. Come with me to the city. Now
here we a.re in this busy street facing the Royal Exchange.
There is a church to the right hand, with a projecting clock,
and you wish me to go into the large house opposite. This is
a place where they change money. Come down stairs, and I
will find the box. There it is. Shall I open it? Oh ! what a
beautiful service of plate ! How valuable ! Each piece baa a.
gold coin inserted in the centre," &c., &c. This, in brief, was
the substance of her remarks; and, as it will be seen, she had
completely followed the history a.nd traced the object of the inquiry. One point is very striking. She said the negroes spoke
Spanish. I thought she waa wrong in this respect ; but I waa
reminded afterwards that Florida. was originally a. Spanish
settlement, and it, therefore, made the description more complete than anything that was passing in my own mind.
Being strongly impressed with the singular accuracy of the
cla.irvoyant's description, I went on the following morning to
Lombard Street, and traced as nearly as I could the position
she had described-the church with projecting clock on my
right, and C-'s banking-house was opposite. I walked in.
I made my inquiry respecting a chest of plate supposed to be
left there some 40 or 50 years ago, &c. I was asked in what
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name 1 I said H--. They requested me to call again. I
did so, and was told that they had a chest of plate there in the
name of H--, which had been with them 45 years; but they
added, we know to whom it belongs, and do not think it can
be the one you are seeking. I thanked them, and said I would
make further inquiries from my correspondent. I immediately
sought my friend, and told him, much to his aatonishment, the
whole story ; but he asked me why I had used the name of
H--. The owner of the property was named B--. H-was the writer of the letter requesting the inquiry to be made.
This dispelled the confidence I had felt in having traced the
plate ; for, notwithstanding the remark of the bankers, I made
no doubt of its being the identical chest. Subsequent inquiry,
however, proved that it was not so, as they had no such name
as B - in their books.
I give you the simple facts as they occurred. I wish I could
have completed it by saying we had got the chest; but I think
it is sufficiently corroborative of the clairvoyant power. The
coincidence of my using a wrong name, and the tracing a box
in that name, is curious and striking.

SIR CHARLES ISHAM ON SPIRITUA.LISM.
following letter from Sir Charles Isham appeared ill the
London Critic of November 15, 1855 : -

THE

Lamport Hall, Northampton, Nov. 4, 1854.

Sir,-Having during the past three or four years directed my
attention to the phenomena of the supposed spiritual manifestations, and having during that period been a constant reader
of the weekly journals and other works devoted to the subject
which have issued from the American press, treating both sides
of the question, I beg to offer a few remarks. And, first, may
I be allowed to bear testimony to the good faith and honesty
of Mrs. Hayden and Mr. Home, and to corroborate the facts recorded· in the late numbers of your journal, as having also, with
some variations, occurred in a house I lately occupied in London, and in the house of friends, not only during the attendance
of the latter gentleman, in presence of myself and others, but
on three several occasions, was a hand distinctly felt by three
persons, each of them unbelievers, some hours after he had
left the house.

..
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I perfectly agree in the usual affi.nnation, that the fact of &
table moving, or the appearance of a hand, should not at once
be considered a per se demonstration of the presence or agency
of departed spirits ; but when the numerous phenomena, in
their totally dissimilar and ever-increaaing phases, are taken
into consideration and.duly weighed, the theory that it is entirely the result of the minds of the parties present or not present, will appear almost as inadequate to -a rational solution of
the matter as Mr. Anderson's foolish.exhibition ofa table. The
action of embodied mind, voluntary or involunta11y, is naturally
the first suggestion of the philosopher, and this concession
carries us unintentionally some distance towards the spirit
theory; for if mind is allowed to be capable of moving -nWiter
independently of the bodily organs which were created for that
special purpose, the affirmation that a departed spirit could not
by any possibility exercise a similar power, loses considerable
weight.
That the supposition of spiritual agency is subversive of
preconceived notions, appears upon closer examination to be
without foundation. We need only consider ourselves in possession of an additional fact, the manifestation of a law hitherto
obscured through want of sufficient knowledge, and we a.re
acquitted of the charge of having outraged the reasonable preconceived notions of any man. Those who rest on mundu.ne
causes for a solution, must, indeed, make fundamental concessions of preconceived ideas. They must prepare themselves,
judging of present aspects, for disorganisation of the union of
mind and body, which it is anything but satisfactory to contemplate; whereas _those who recognise in the phenomena a
foreshadowing of a more intimate connection between this
world and the world of Spirits, however insignificant many of
the evidences may hitherto have proved themselves, are in
harmony not only with the spirit and promises of Holy
Writ, but with the highest and most exalted aspiration of
human nature. Those who have had-opportunity of studying
the beautiful introduction which has been prepared for it by
the newly recognised faculty of mesmerism, may be led by
imperceptible steps to the very verge of the portals of spiritualism. These persons behold an extension of the laws of
nature ; the others must rather recognise a threatened subversion. With the decision of those who say, "Spirits, or no
Spirits, it is dangerous to meddle with it," I, in acknowle~e
ment of the principle that misdirected power must engender

c
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· evil consequences, fully concur ; and would for that reason
recommend all who are rightly disposed, to set a due value
on this latent faculty with which we are endowed, and which,
when guided by wisdom, must from its nature contain the
germ of great and lasting benefit to the human race. To
require a defined line of demarcation, by which we may
unerringly distinguish the operations of a spirit in and out of
the flesh, would be an unreasonable demand. The naturalist
looks in vain for such boundaries in nature, and it is his great
delight to trace the different kingiioms through their imperceptible gradatkns, and rejoice at the discovery of another and
another, until they thoroughly blend, revealing to his mind
additional evidence of unity of design in the creation; and that
we should ever be mindful of this universal law when investigating spiritual matters, is the desire of-Yours, &c.
c. E. ISHAM.
Every man has a right to form, to cherish, and to expreRs his own opinions,
and if errors of the understanding are to be the subject of reproach and hostility,
there is no man, however upright and talented, who can escape denunciation and
proscription.
There is a great deal of cowardice these latter days. Men are afraid to give
free and full utterance to the truth they feel rising up within them ; rising, too,
ftom the deep wellspring of intuition. Reader, spealt your soul's great thought,
even if hf'll .,apes to devour you. Truth will make you free, if you only let it
speak itsel£
In some discussions, a wise man will be silenced by argumentation, only because
he knows that the question should be determined by considerations which lie
beyond the reach of argumentative exhibition. Indeed, in all but purely scientific questions, arguments are not to be submitted to by the judgment, as first
in command ; rather they are to be used by auxiliaries and pioneers. The
judgment should profit by them to the extent of the services they can render ; but
aft.er their work is done, it shoulcl come to its own free survey. I have seldom
known a man with powers of argumentation abundantly indulged, who could
attain to an hRbitually just jnclgment.-Henry Taylor.
POWER OF GENTLENESS.-No bad man is ever brought to repentance by angry
words ; by bitter and scornful reproaches. He fortifies himself against reproof;
and hurls back foul charges in the face of his accuser. Yet guilty and hardened
as be seems, he has a heart in his bosom and may be melted to tears by a gentle
voice. Whoso, therefore, can restraiu bis disposition to blame and find fault, and
can bring himself down to a fallen brother, will soon find a wAy to better feelings
within. Pity and patience are tbe two keys which unlock the human heart.
They who have been most succes•ful labourers among the poor and vicious have
been the most forbearing. Said the celehrated St.. Vincent de Paul : " If it has
pleased God to employ the most miserable of men for the conversion of some •ouls,
they have themselves confessed that it was by the patience and sympathy which
he bad for them. Even the convicts, among whom I have lived, cAn be gained
in no other way. WMn. I have kiaaed their cl1ai11s, and showed compassion for
their distress, and keen sensibility for their di•grnce, then have they given glory
to God, and placed themselves in the way of salvation."-New York Evangelist.
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PUBLIC DISCUSSION ON SPIRITUALISM.
LllCTUR.B AT TBB LONDON MECHANICS'
INSTITUTION.

AN interesting public discussion on
the subject of spirit manifestations
took place on the 11th ultimo, at
the London Mechanics' Institution.
Such discussions are periodically held
in connection with one of the classes
of the institution; and on this occasion, the novelty and interest attaching to the subject for debate, attracted an unusually large audience.
The question submitted was"Are 'spirit '-rapping, table-moving,
and other similar phenomena attributable to preternatural agency 7"
The debate was opened by Mr. T.
A. Reed, who, as will be seen b;r our
report, maintained the affirmative of
the proposition.
The chair was taken at half-past
eight o'clock, by Mr. Beachim, who
saidLadies and Gentlemen-It is generally
considered to be a great recommendation
in a subject for di•cW!8ion, that it should
give scope for considerable difference of
opinion anJ variety of view ; and I
imagine that the subject which is to engage your attention this evening peculiarly po88e88e8 this quality. Upon the
~uestion a• to the causes to which spiritrapping, table-movin11:, and eimilar phenomena are attrihutable, there certainly
prevails a great dell! of difference of opinion, and many explanations have been
offered. Medical gentlemen have come
forward with one opinion, men of science
have come forward with another, and
perhaps a professor of legerdemain bas
come forward with a third. Some people
seem to regard it as a question of theology, and others resolve it into a mere
trick of conjuring ; and it now appears
likely to afford a good subject for debate.
It is not my province to do more than
announce the suhject, and the conditions
of debate. The discuaaion is open to all
persona present ; when Mr. Reed, who

ia to introduce the subject, concludes, it
will be competent to any gentleman
present to express his views, and, if
necesary, to propoee an amendment to the
resolution that Mr.Reed moves. Mr. Reed
will be allowed halt an hour in the
expreseion of his views, and any subsequent orator will be allowed a quarter of
an hour; eventually Mr. Reed will be
allowed a quarter of an hour for bia reply.
Mr. R11BD then addressed the meeting
as follows: - Mr. Chairman, ladies, and
gentlemen-The remllfkable phenomena
of action and reaction have long been
observed, not only in the mental and
bodily constitution or man, but in society
at large. It is io reference to the latter
that I deeire to refer to it for a moment,
by way of introducing the present discua..'<ion. It has been often remarked that
the habits, custom&, and opinions of one
age have been thoroughly uprooted by men
of the succeeding generation. Increasing
light has exhibited to view the follies and
errors of the past; but, in renouncing these,
men have too often overlooked the truth
that may ha\·e been mixed with the fa!Be,
and the good that may have been present
with the evil ; thus the wheat and the tares
have been alike rejected, and society has
not had the full benefit of advancing
knowledge. (Hear, hear.) Instances of
this kind of reaction are too familiar to
you all to require any specific mention
from me. I will only refer to its manifestation in regard to the question to
which our diacu88ion this evening hHs reference-I mean the possibility of an
intercommunication between the inhabitants of the spirit world and ourselves.
Our granJfathers and greatgran• 1fathera
religiously believed in the p088ibility of
such a communication: they peopl..d the
air with ghosts and hobgoblins, 8pritea,
fairies, and demons of all sort., sizes,
Any tale of
shapes, and vocations.
diablerie gained with them a ready credence; and the commonest calamities of
life they attributed to witchcraft, which,
as yon know, was vieit.t-d with the highest
penalties of the law. With the advance
of intelligence many of the absurdities of
the past were exploded; but while men
denounced the persecution of the witches
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and could not help eeeing the exRggPra- to behold. I have seen a table of my own
tions and perveniona then so rife in the rotate rapidly under such cirt'umetancee.
matter of supematuml attency, they ran On one oecaaion l invited a few friends to
juet into the extreme which we mi11ht ex- my house for the pul'J>OH! of forming a
~t. denying the exercise of any spiritual " circle." We sat down, aix or seven in
influence on the aflail'll of men, and con- number, round a circular table in the
tendin1t stoutly for a physical explanation manner I have described, and after paof all the phenomena on which an oppo- tiently waiting for about an hour, tl1e meaite opinion might be founded. Thus the nifestations commenced. The table tunl'ed
preeent age baa become esaentially mate- at first slowly, then more rapidly, until at
riali1tic. Men of education now curl the length we had some difficulty in following
lip at the bare mention of spiritual mani- it. Our hands were restinj( gently on the
festatioll!, which they clal8 with the ad- edge of the table, and we directed our atventuree of" Jack the Giant Killer," or tention frequentlytothefilctthat we made
those aatounding performances of " Old no absolute preMure. In addition to the
Bogie," which were the terror of our rotatory movement, the table gradually
younger day&-(laughter)-11pplying the moved from one end of the room to ·the
most uncomplimentary epithets to those other, and then back al(ain several times.
of us·who, not alarmed by the ugly ghost I requested a lady prel!l'nt to play a tune
of " supel'lltition " which they have in- on the piano, which she did, when the
Toked only to exorcise, venture to dispute table began to "tip" backwards and fortheir theory, and question the soundness wards, keeping exact time to the tune.
of their judgment. Hence, I feel that I Several other tunes were then played in
am taking an unpopular view of this agi- succession, and the movements of the
·tated question, and shall be in no way table were always promptly changed aa
mrprised if I am set down as an ignore.- required in order to keep time. Several
mus for my pains. I shall rely, however, heavy articles were placed on the table,
upon your good sense and courtesy to which it was requested to remove ; and
afford me an opportunity of freely stating invariably the request WR8 complied with
my views and some of the reawn~ which by the table inclining forward on two of
lead me to entertain them. (Applnuse.) its three legs, so that the top was slanting
Let me now state that in this discussion I in such a way that the articles could no
shall take for granted the existence of a longer remain on. Money was placed on
spiritual world, inhabited by rational be- the table, and, at request, it was made to
inge. Notwithstanding the tendency of jump np and down by rapid jerking movethe age to which I have been alluding, I ments of the· obedient pie<'e of furniture.
believe the existence of that world ·is not A gentleman was present, not forming one
generally denied; and if I were to leave of the circle, but simply a spectator,
that question open, there would be a dif- whose christian name was known to no
ficulty in limiting the debate to a conve- one in the room but himself. I accordniently narrow point. Now, whllt are the ingly asked him to repeat several namet,
facts connected with these spiritual mani- including his own, and rt-quested the table
festationa ?
I am persuaded that in to "tip" at the right one. The gentleEngland they are not generally known, man, who, I should say, was decidf'dly
or we should not hear such strange s<·eptical, then repeated several names
opinions expressed respecting them. I slowly, and at the mention of his own, the
ehall first allude to the phenomena re- table tipped, as directed thus giving the
cognised as table-moving and rapping. "circle" an item of informati ..n which not
Within the last few Tears it has be<-n one of them before possessed. I then asked
o"8erved, that if a few pers'one form a a gentleman pr<'8ent to put all the money
circle round a table, placing their hands he had in his pocket on the table, and
lightly upon it, the table will move some- which he did. The pieces were placed in
times in one way and sometimes in the centre in such a manner that no one
Pother, swaying backwards and far- could poeaibly· count them ae they were.
wards, turning round rapidly or slowly, and the gentleman him11t·lf (also a little
"tipping" with one or other of its l•, sceptical) said he did not know the numaad, in fact, going through a aeries of gyra; her of piecea. We then asked the table
a-.and gymnaatics perfectly aetounding to intimaie that number to u.. W.e all
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-earefally 001111ted. and the table tipped
.r..xtee11 times ; and, on examining the
money. it wae f0.11Dd toeoneiatexaetlv of sixteen pieces. (Applauae.) Some otberquestio11a were al•o corrrctly answered-the
truth ot: the anewen (I call your special
attention to this) having to be 11BCertaioed
.qftw they had been given. Theee and
other similar tacte, which I might relate
if I bad time. I have seen with my own
eyes. and they have taken place, not
in the preseace of any medium, but
amongst my own relations and intimate
friends. (Hear, hear.) Let me now mention to vo•1 two or three other manifestations wh.ich have been witneeeedand related
by other people; for unless we have these
facts pretty clearly before us, it will be
impouible to come to any conclusion as
to the cau!!tl by which they are produced.
The following is related by an eminent
physil'ian in London, with whom I ha,·e
the plt'&l'Ure to be personally acquainted,
and of whose integrity, intellectual capacity, and power of obsenation nooneel"er
entertained a doubt. [Mr. Reed he1eread
eeveral t'xtracts trom a letter which we
insert entire elsewhere, and to which our
readers are referred. See p. 4.] Another
fact I find related in a journal devoted to
the subject of spiritualism which baa lately
been put into my hands ; and I quote it,
not becsuse of its novelty, but because it
ie only a relstion of a claaa of manitet.tations to which many thousands of intelligent and upright persotts have testified: " A gentleman residing at the west part
of the city, of the fullest reliability, informs us that. a few evenings since, receiving an unexpected caJl from two lady mediums, he drew out a table in his own
parlour, tor the purpose of sitting for spiritmanifeetationa, when, lo! as he let go of
the table, it went back to its former p08ition against the wall without visible
agency! Then the empty chairs about
the room <'ommenced a general frolic, advancing and retreating, upsetting and exhibiting a variety of pranks unusual in
these staid pieces of furniture. The table
was afterwards placed in the centre of the
ftoor, wt>en it wns lifted, the hands of the
company being ttpon it, as high as tht>y
could reach while standing, and lowered
gently to the floor. Alter a variety of
other singular performances, as the ladies
were about lea•ing,a mat by the door w11s
suddenly rolled up at one end, without
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luaman . &geDoy ; and on bein' unrolled
rolled up again from the oppoelte end. A
hat was thrown from the table, when . iio
person wa.s near, and when it was replacod
another hat ftom the other end of the
table was thrown down. On both bein
replaced the table-cover seemed to be
seized by an invisible hand, and all its
contents were drawn off aud thrown UPQD
the floor. The door bell was ringing very
violently, and on opening the door, no one
was there. While they were standing
upon the steps, so that no one could aPproach the bell-knob, it was pulled several
times more without visible agency." {Muah
laughter.)
My next quotations shall be from a
work recently published by Dr. Hare, a
well known American Prolessor, on Spirit
Manifestations ecientilical I y demonstrated.
These quotations 1 take almost at random, aud you must receive them as
samples of hundreds of others which I
·might read had I time ; all of them relations of facts of a similar kind by pereons of the highest integrity and respectability: " At a request, the table commenced its
motion, with moderate speed, occasionally
baiting, and then gliding on a foot or two
at once. It seemeJ as if its motion would
have been continuous, if the hands above
it had followed along pari IJ'U'"· On
reaching the folding-doors dividing off the
two parloun. and w.hich were open, it rose
over an iron rod 011 which the door-trucks
traversed, and which projected half or
three-quarters of an inch above the level
of the carpet. It then entered the other
parlour, and went its whole length until it
came DI!&!' the pier glass at its end-a
centre-table having been pushed aside by
one of the party to allow its free course.
At requet1t, for they during this time
spoke as if to actual beings, the motion
was rever.ed, and it returned until it
again reached the iron rod. Here it
stuck. The table hove, creaked, and
atruggled, but all in vain ; it could not
surmount the obotacJe. The medium was
then• in1pre..ed by the spirits' to write,
and seiz111g 11 pe1.c1J, hlltitily wrote, that if
the lo1e ltgs were lilted overthe bar, they
{i.e. the spuits) thought they could push
the other• over. Thia was done, and the
motion kept 011. 01.ce or twice Dr. Bell
requeoted all to withdraw a little farther
from the table, • to see how far the in-
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:fluence would extend.' It was found that success. Children were obeyed 811 well
whenever a much greater distance, aay 811 grown persons."
The following, from the same work, is
two feet, was reached, the movement
cea.s.,d and a delay of three or four mi- an account of an incident that occurred
nutes occurred before it re<·ommenced, at a aiar.ce described by Dr. W. Geib,
giving the idea that, if bmken off; a cer- who waa a disbeliever in spiritual manitain r•accumulation of force was needful festations : " Hearing mu<'h of physical demonto put it in motion again. The table
reached the upper end of the parlour, strations, but having witnel!l!ed only the
from which it had started, but was left concuBSions, vulgarly called the raps, the
some four feet from the medial line of question was put to my friend, the gentlethe room. Dr. Bell expressed the th1mks man alread v referred to, if a dtmunstraof the company for the very t'omplete ex- tion could lie had to gratify my curioaity,
hihition with which they had been and strengthen my 8811urance, when the
favoured. but remarked that the obliga- following dialogue occurred:-' Will the
tion would be enhanced if the •spirits' spirits be so obliging 811 to make a physiwould move the table about four feet at cal demonstration ?' AnHwered by three
right angles, so that the chairs would raps on the table, which were responded
come right for their late occupants. This to by an affirmative expression from the
was immediately done, and the perform- whole circle. My seat was at the side of
ance waa de.med so perfectly full and sa- the medium, a married lady of considertisfactory that nothing more was asked at ably more than ordinary weight. Qt.ea.
this session.''-(Laughter and applause.) Will the spirits move Mrs. D. in her
Elsewhere Dr. Hare quotes the .ollowing chair ?-Ana. Yes. As this demonstrafrom the pen of a French philosopher, M. tion was intended for my special benefit,
Agenor de Gasparin, in the Ga:isetle de and our invisible friends were fully committed for its perfonnan1e, my attention
France:" I will not insist on this point. The was riveted on the lady who was to be the
phenomenon of rotation, if alone, would subject of it. ' :Madam, will you please
not appear to me entirely satisfactory. I put your feet on the spar of the chair ?'
am mistrustful, though not an academi- This being fully accomplished, •and your
ian, and I admit that it may be possible hands in your lap.' was added. As her
at a pinch) that a mechanical impulsion hands dropped, the lady left mg •ide,
might b" communicated. But the rota- passed about two feet backward, and imtion only serves to present other pheno- mediately returned to her former pooition
mena, the expla11at1on of which it is at the table."
Among the most remarkable of these
impossible to refer to any kind of muscular action. Ea1·h of us in his turn gave phenomena are what are called alphabetic
orders to the table, which it promptly communications. These are given by
oh eyed; and I should succeed with diffi- calling over the alphabet slowly, or pointculty in ex plaining to you the strange ing to the letters in succession on a slip
character of these movements, of blows of paper. At a certain letter there comes
struck with an exactness, with a solemnity, a" rap" or a" tip.'' That. let1er is then
that fairly jrightened us. ' Strik., three written down : the alphabet is ~in reblows ; strike ten blows. Strike with peated, and another letter is indicated.
your left foot; with your right foot; with In this way entire sentences are proyour middle foot. Rise on two of your duced. I have myself seen these manifeet; on only one foot; remain up; pre- festations, and am perfectly convinced of
vent those on the side raised from return- their genuineness. Only two or three
ing the table to the floor.' After each days ago I had a circle at my own house,
command the table obeyed. It produced consisting of myself and a few intimate
movements that no complicity, involun- friends (some of whom I see present) and
tsry or voluntary, could have induced; members of my own family. After sitting
for we shou d afterwards have tried in for some time, and ·almost despairing of
vain to place it on one foot. and keep it any result, the table tipped five times
lliere by the pressure ofthe hands, resisting (which is the usual call for the alphabet),
incontestably the effort& to press it down. and on the alphabet being repeKted in the
Each one of us gave orders with equal way I have describt:d, we had the follow-
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ing communication : .;.. " Do not trouble
those who would rest." We then had
aome other, what appeared to us rather
surly, answers, as though we were considered troublesome; and, to be candid, I
ought to tell you that the spirit, supposing it to be one, was disobliging enough
to say that it did not approve of my ap:(>e&ring before you as I do this evening.
lLaughter.) On asking the name of the
spirit, we were informed (hy the alphabet)
that it was Monad. This cntainly took
us all b.v surprise; and if it was not a joke
on the part of tile spirit at our expense,
monads are endowed with properties that
Leibnitz never dreamed of. (Hear.)
Among the facts which I find narrated in
connection with manift!'!tations are-the
playing of music by invisible agency, the
writing of foreign languages by ignorant
peraons under supposed preternatural influence, the ringing of bells, the appearance of hands, arms, and other parts of
the body, and their sudden dissipation,
and a thousand other similar phenomena,
which I cannot now specify. Some of
these are graphically related by the physician from whose Jetter I have already
quoted, and with whom I am well acquainted. [Here Mr. Reed read a paragraph from page 8, beginning with ' These
phenomena, &c.] One other extract, and
I have done." It is from a letter written
by Judge Edmonds, of America, whose
character,as an able lawyer and an upright
judge, Lord Brougham bas expressed a
very high opinion.
" Intelligence was a remarkable feature
of the phenomenon. Thus, I have frequently known mental questions answered
-that is, questions merely framed in the
mind of the interrogator, and not revealed
by him or known to others. Preparatory
to meeting a circle, I have sat down alone
in my room, and carefully prepared a
series of questions to be propounded ;
and I have been surprised to find my
questions answered, and in the precise
order in which I wrote them, without my
even taking my memorandum out of my
pocket, and when I knew that no person
present knew that I had prepared questions, much leas what they were. My
most secret thoughts-those which I never
uttered to mortal man or woman-have
been freely spoken, as if I had uttered
them. I have known Latin, French, and
Spanish words spelled out through the

rappings ; and I have beard mediums,
who knew no language but their own,
speak in those languages, and in Italian,
German, and Greek, and in other languages unknown to me,. but which were
represented to be Arabic, Chinese, and
Indian, and all done with the ease and
rapidity of a native. I have seen a
person who knew nothing of music, except a little that be had learned at a
country singing-school, go to the piano
and play in perfect keeping, as to time
and concord, the several parts of an overture to an opera. When I was absent
last winter, in Central America, my
friends in town heard of my whereabouts,
and of the state of my he11Jth, seven
times; and, on my return, by comparing
their information with the entrie~ in my
journal, it was found to be . invariably
correct. I went into the investigation,
originally thinking it a decept on, and
intending to make public my exposure of
it. Having, from my researches, come to
a different conclusion, I feel that the
obligation to make known the result is
just as strong. Therefore it is, mainly,
that I give the result to the world.J. W. Edmonds."
Now, what are explanations of the facts?
First, we are often tole: that the whole
thing is a fraud, or a delusion ; that the
narrators have been imposed upon, or
nre wilfully misleading the public. Now
sir, I do not think I belong to the
gentu irritabile; hut I must confe88 that
this explanation almost puts me out ol
temper. When I remember that in
America there are ,as many as thirty
thousand media, and three millions of
believers in spiritual manifetitations, many
of them persons of the higbe.1t position in
society, and whose integrity has never
been questioned-when I remember that
in this country thousands of persons have
witnessed and related these things-when
I remember that this theory supposes
that fathers, mothers, brothers and
sisters, the nearest and dearest friends
and relations, little children of six or
eight years old, have been, and are engaged in a senseless, wicked, wide-spread
plot to deceive each other, and that
without the least assignable motive-when
I remember the fearful skill which this
supposition places in the hands of the
deceivers, or the outrageous ignorance
and stupidity which it imputes to the
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4eceiYed, I own tlie explaaticlll, if-it tJi.e manifet&ationnre of a oomparatiTely
dt'llel'Tel the Mme, ia to my mind per· low order, and are not to be compared
fectly molllt.ro111. Further, when I re- with the tnmces and other spiritual comcollect that the moat rigid te8ta baTe been municationa, which my time does not
applied by men of intelligence, who permit me more fully to explain. I see
have at length yielded their almoet un- my time has expired, and I will only eay
willing testimony to the genuineneaa of the a word or two as to the <'haraeter of
phenomena, and remembering the many spirits throu!(h whom these communicamanifeei&tiOllll which I have myself eeen tiona are made. Some of them are clearly
under circumstances which utterly ex- not of a high order ; the communications
elude the idea of coUuaion, I confeae. if I which they make containing nothing but
could bring myself eo far to disbelieve unmeaning sentimentalities, and silly
my own selll!eB, and to discredit the platitudes, which might have emanated
testimony of. my neighbours, I should at from eome spiritual boarding-school for
present be in very grave doubts as to young ladies. Some we positively bad,
whether I am really addrelling you thia and convey doctrines and principles of a
evening, and whether the war of Eng- most mischievous character ; othel'll apland and France with Russia is not a pear to be of a high order, and some of
gigantic delusion-a figment of men'• their communications, as delivered in the
imaginatiop. (Hear, hear.) The next trance state, have a most beneficial and
theory that men fly to, ia unconscious elevating tendency. Persona have erred
muscular action. Thia seems at first a in thinking that spiritual communications,
little more reaaonable; but, supposing it though genuiue, must necessarily be true.
to account for table-turning, what be· In these, as in all other matters, we muat
comes of the raps? What muacular exercise our own judgments and u try the
action, voluntary or involuntary, could spirits," according to apostolic direction.
make a table rise, and remain suspended I have eaid thus much simply by way of
in mid-air? How will this account for caution to those who, from want of
intelligent answers-answers frequently thought, might be inclined to resign
unexpected by the circle ? My own blindly their reason and intellect to beings
table baa moTed in a contrary direction who, because they ha'l'e become spiritual,
to that desired by all the persons touch- are erroneously suppost'd to be infallible.
ing it, and clearly, therefore, ogaimt any I have now only to conclude, by moving
unconscioua muscular force which may the following resolution :-" That the
have been exercised. (Hear, hear.) But phenomena commonly known as spiritwhat shall we 111y of magnetism, of the rapping, table-moving, and the like, may
Od force, and a variety of other subtile be, and often are, produced by preterfluida, which have been called in to aid natural agency." (Applause.)
uain our~hesinthis matter? Why,
Mr. HBNKBN said it had been resir, like the mu1c11lai action theory, they marked by certain 1111ges, that scepticism
do not account for a hundredth part of the with respect to wonders was wisdom and
phenomena ; ao that, supposing them to advantage ; and with respect to many of
apply to a few of the very simplest forms the wonders which had been presented
of manifestation, they cannot help us out during our short existence, this would apof our difficulty. The great feature pear to be true. That it was wise nobody
which is yet unexplained is that of intel- would doubt, inasmuch as it was calculigence, and intelligence is inseparably lated to drive those who advocated and
connected with humanity. I aee no other circulated such wonders to give good eviconduaion, therefore, to which I can deuce, or to produce all the evidence
arrive, which will satisfactorily explain they posaibly could, in favour of their
the facta of the case, than that they owe particular notions, or of what· they wished
their origin to the action of spiritual people to believe. And there was aleo
beings-beings who, having left this an advantage in this course; because,
world, are still bound to it by ties which while we doubted these things, we were
we cannot fully undentaad, but which, 111fe. Witness the idiotic throng, ready
as we see, enable them to hold com- to believe everything ! Gentlemen from
munion with those whom they have left the far W es1 had but to assert a thing,
behind. I admit freely that moat of men of supposed character had but to 111y
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that auch a ·thing took plaee, and the ereduloua enappt'Cl at it in an instant; ina.ling· light, however, caused such individuals almoet invariablv to become incredulous to inconsistency. (Applause.)
Spirit-rapping and table-moving had certainly.created a wonderful sensation, and
he had '-11 highly amused by the facta
which ·had been brought forward. (A
laugh.) But be did not admit those
faets-(apphmse) -and he would tell
them why: because they were pre-eminently extravagant, contrary to what we
understood by natural laws, and were not
supported by names and characters sufficient to enable him to rely upon them.
What waa it to him that certain individuals, bearing certain names, and po118e88ing certain reputations, stated certain
things, if those things were contrary to
what be experienced in every-day life ?
He muat of neceeaity snppose that they
were egregiously mistaken, or else were
cheats; because he had no means of judging of the truthfulness of an assertion but
as he found it in accordance with the facts
and circumstances with which he had
been familiar from his infancy, and which
he had been taught by those with whom
he was associated. Otherwise a Dian
might at.ate the most absurd and ridil.'ulous things in the world, and we should
be compelled to believe it, or at any rate
supposed to believe it, because the individual who Rtated it was a man of character, or was believed to be a mRn of character by other persons. Spiritual manife&tations were not proved ; and they were
contrary to our daily experience. However eameetly we might wish to have
communications with departed friends,
we had no opportunities of doing so ; but
a few· individuals, enthusiastic even to
mad11e1111, he had almost said-(oh! oh!
and applauae)-had brought themselves
to believe that they had been put into
communication with uneeen spirits. and
the world was called upon to beli#JfJe
them. He thought he might with reason
My that he doubted the " facts" which
had been· narrated ; be l.'Onsidered that
they were exaggerations ; but looking at
them as -they were presented, were ever
such ridiculous things seen ! He could
hard'y sit without laughing while they
were being mentioned. When the young
lady's hand was said to have been seen
tapping the forehead of the young man,
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be thought that even the gentleman who
introduced the subject would blush, but
he did not; and when it came to the
finely proportioned arm, that arm was
certainly so very material thttt he began
to question the propriety of sit1 ing in the
theatre at all. (A lau~h.) Again: so
paltry and contemptible were the little
things the spirits bad done, act•ording to
these " facts,'' unsupported by evidence,
that be really began to be a•hamed of the
spirits themselves. If this world waa governed hy a Divine Providence. did it not
reflect upon such a Providence thHtspirits,
p088e88ing intelligence, and being brought
into communication with intel11gent beinge, should be found idling and wasting
and fooling their time away about euch
trivialities, when they ought to be either
eingmg praises to their Creator, or s•1ffering that which they deserved ? (Hisses
and applause.)
He would ask, also,
whether the media derived any pecuniary
advantage from those who applied to
them ! He would not say tha1, if it wae
so, it might be used as an argument for
the fa!.ehood of these not.on; ; but it
should certainlv be looked at as one of
the facts of the "case, when such extraordinary things were preat•nted for our notice and belief. It had heen stated that
we could not explain how th ..se things
were done ; but if we were bound to explain everything we did 11ot believe, we
should have enough to do to explain
every absurdity that was prt-sented to us.
It waa quite enough to attend to ordinary
matters without attempti11g to explain
extraordinary. The burden of' proof lay
upon the individuals who advocated them;
and they should provetb"m so distinctly
that there should not be an individual
able to doubt.
They were bound ia
honour, without being paid, to prove it;
and mankind in general were not disposed
to disbelieve the truth, although they di&believed that which had not sufficient
evidence. Admitting, however, that some
of the facts weretrue, t.h., g.. ntleman said
we could not explain them ; but at the
same time he snid, some of them might
be accounted for by occult action of the
brain, and by something which has to do
with the calves of th" legs, or something
of that sort. [Mr. Run- I did not say
so.] Prolet>sor Faraday said ~omething
ahont mu~cular action; and Mr. Reed
admitted that some of the tacts might be
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explained in this way. He (Mr. Henkin)
supposed that we t!hould only have to
wait a little longer, and we should be able
to account for the whole uf them. Something had been oaid about the respectability of the individWtls who brought
thette things forward ; but they remembered the time when thousands of pel'80ns
were seen gazing upon a winking virgin.
That remarkable phenomenon was explained to have arisen from the trickery
of certain individuals, learned, it might
be, but artful a•1d selfish, who were accomplishing their purpose; but thousands
who beheld the image, wrapped in devotion, as they sa,.. the wink, believed it ;
and was it to be supposed that, amidst
that crowd, there w.:re not individuals of
respectability and intelligence? They
were learned in many respects ; but they
had that unfortunate state of mind, a too
ready faith-a faith ready to believe anything and everything. Certain pel'80118
had presented the wonder to them, andas
they could not explain the " facts," they
felt that of nece88ity they must believe it.
That affil.ir had been entirely exploded ;
and he would not flatter the ladies and
gentlemen now present, but he would entreat them, as intelligent beings, not to be
prepared to debase themselves by supposing for a moment that the phenomena
which had been brought before them tonight would not he explained. Thousands
of things had been presented to them by
their fathers, which men had not understood at the time, but which increasing
light had revealed to be merely the effects
of natural causes. There was no such
thing as these preternatural or superThe Creator
natural manifestations.
worked through means and laws, and
proper laws. He (Mr. Henken) concluded by again entreating the meeting
not to believe the stakments which had
been brought forwa.d. There were some
points in them we could not explain.
Science was explaining them ; the gentleman said so. Science would explain the
rest. Let them wait, then; but let there
be no blind belie£ (Loud applause.)
A gentleman who did not give his name
said,- The gentleman who had just spoken
confessed that he Wl\ll not acquainted with
the subject. He (the speaker) was a little
acquainted with it, having sat at fifty or
sixty circles ; and he must ...ay that he
had not yet come to such definite conclu-

sions. He was an investigator of the
subject ; he could not explain the phenomena ; he was waiting, &:1 th.. preceding
speaker advised. for an explanation, and
he hoped the explam1tio11 would come ;
but he should be very sorry indeed. to
accuse any of the mediir. he had seen of
imposture. (Hear. hear.) He was personally acquainted with several media, and
he considered them among•t the llile of hi•
acquaintance. The manifestations were
certainly exceedingly teasing and perplexing to the undentandiug ; 1t was evident
to all who were acquamted with them,
that it was almost imp0&11ble to coax
them. They tried the patience very
severely. (A laugh.) wt Wedneeday
evening he was at a aeance, where there
was rapping, and also table-tippmg. He
preferred the table-rapping, b.,l'.awie it was
more demonstrative; the table-tipping
being of a more suspicious character. The
pel'80ns present wanted the rap11 on the
table; but they had them on the floor, in
answer to all the questions. He entreated
them frequently to rap on the table ;
they al ways promised to do so, but they
did not fulfil their promi.e, and he had
generally found that it was very difficult
to keep them to their word on all occlllllons.
He had heard tunes beat on the table, and
all the possible modificatious Ol llOund, on
wood and also on the wainscot, and that
too in such a mysterious way that it was
quite impossible for him to explain them
upon any supposition of imposture. On
one occasion, when he visited Mr.. Haydon, he asked if his sister Elizabeth was
present. There was an exceedingly feeble and delicate sound, like the fluttering
of a butterfly's wing on th" 1able. It was
exceedingly beautiful. l\I1s. Haydon did
not know the reason !or this delicate
sound ; but the reason was, that his tiister,
whom he had never seen, died wh .. n ahe
was a baby, two or three weeks old; and
this delicate sound was exprc:soi ve of the
infantile nature of the spint, when it left
this world. This occurred three years ago.
On the evening before lust h., asked of
another medium, who never sir.iv Mrs.
Haydon in her life, whether hio sister
Elizabeth was present; and the same little
fluttering sound on the table was heard.
He did not ask the meeting to believe it ;
he did not want to persu11de them to believe anything they had not <1een or heard;
they might believe it or not as they
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pleased; be stood there in defence of his said that he was in all, and through
own belief-not in detence of theirs, or of all, and that by him all things conany other persons'. (ApplaW!e.) He had sist. He waa rttther disposed to call
come to the conclusion that there was them preterhuman. They were beyond
eomething in thest< manifestations beyond our sphere, and were caused by some
imposture, because as a reasonable man, power that we were not acquainted with,
he saw no other logical conclusion practi· and over which we had no controL He
cable; and he should consider himself could relate num~rous facts and nanaan unrea.onable bt:ing. if he had not come tives relative to these manifestations; he
to that conclusion. They might say they received two papers every week fmm the
were caused by the Odie force, or the United States, the Spiritual Telegraph,
Odylic force, as many did; be knew no- of New York, and the New E11gland
thing about that force; he never saw the Spiritualut, of Boston; and he could say,
Odie light, or the Od, as it was called. notwithstanding what was asserted of the
He could not explaan the rapping pheno- movement by its enemies, that it was now
mena but on the suppollition that there in a more flourishing state than ever it
was some intelligent power speaking to was. He went last night to Covent Garhim by the table. For some time the den Theatre, and heard the Wizard of the
table was tipping, in the circle already North boasting, as usual, respecting the
alluded to; but a lady in the circle, great feats he had performed in America,
whom he bad known for twenty years, and the extinction of spiritualism by him
was euspicio1111, because the table always in 1853. At the same time, however, be
tipped towards the medium; and she in- said, he (the Wizard) waa rather too late
wardly said, as ahe told him afterwards, in going there, because there had been
" I wish this table would move towards 7,500 lunatics, and 360 suicides eacrificed
me, for the medium seems to be moving to the monster Spiritualism. But all that
it herself." The table immediately moved was done away with no"', of course, be·
on her side, and answered twelve inward cause he extinguished it in 1853 ! Therequestions to her. lt then came rounu to fore, be (the speaker) calculated. guessed,
him, and nudged him on the side. He and reckoned on the spot, that for the last
asked the medium the meaniog of this. three years there must have been no
She said to him, " The table wants to lunacy and no suicides, occasioned by
speak to you;" but she said, at the same spiritualism, in the United States! Tl1e
time, "Inquire inwardly, l do not want Professor was not willing, certainly, to
to hear your questions," and she pro- acknowledge that conclu•ion; but it was
ceeded to talk with the friends around her. a legitimate, logical conclusion, from bis
He apoke inwardly to the table, and put statements. Now ,he (the speaker) read
three distinct questions, and the table this very week, in the Spiritual Teleanswered him from his inward thoughts graph, an explanation of these 7,500
in such a manner that he went home lunatics. It wu a very curious fact,
with very sad reflections, because one wu illustrative of the inaccuracy of the
a rather disagreeable as well as remark- greater part of inimical reports respecting
able answer. These were some of the any cause. Party spirit was always onefacts he bad observed, and they were rea- sided, and always uncharitable. The
sons for his faith in the manifeotations, 88 matter wu explained in a letter of Mr.
something superhuman. He would not Charles Partridge, of the firm of Partcall them preternatural, nor supernatural ridge and Brittan, bookse!lers and
because be believed it was philosophically printers, 300, Broadway, New York.
inconect. If he callt:d them preterna· (A paper wu handt:d to the speaker
tural, he would be saying that they were saying his time had expired.) In a para.
beyond nature; and he did not believe graph of the New York Herald. in the
that anything was beyond nature. If he year 1853, it was stated that 75 spiritual
called them supernatural, he would be lunatics-the persons made lunatics by spisaying that they were above nature; ritualmanifestations-wereconfinedwitbin
and be was inclined to think that every- the Blackwell Island Lunatic Asylum.
thing was in nature, and that there wu Mr. Partridge, immediately on rt:ading
nothing above it. Gud himself was in that paragraph, rode down to Bl~ckwell
nature and not above it. St. Paul Island Asylum, in order to see whether
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the report WBB correct, and he WB8 told
that it WB8 not true, and that the phyaieian had jll8t written a letter to the
editor of the NeUI York Hllf"tlkJ, to contradict it. Profe880r Anderson waa at
1bat time in New York, in Metropolitan
Ball, performing hia magical operations,
ad also expoaing spirituali11111, with bis
rapping table. He took up this report
in the newapaper, added a cypher to the
75, and called it 750 lunatica, and mentioned about 17 euicidee, which nobody
bad ever heard of before. It astounded
all thoee who beard it ; of couree, thev
-Oiacredited it, and they hiseed him. Lut
night, he (the speaker) heard him say,
that it was 7,500 lunatics and 360 suicides ! This was an explanation of the
manner in which BUch fal.ee reports were
got up. Therefore, if there was falsehood
and imposture on the one side, there certainly was faleehood on the other ; and
it was well for all rational people jnst to
put the balance in adjustment, and not
try to keep one side of the scale alwavs
empty, and the other full. They should
not prejudge the matter, but wait, as the
preceding gentleman had said, but not
without a liberal and inquiring spirit,
until the matter explained itself, or until
such minds BB might be appointed by
heaven to explain theee wonderful phenomena should appear, and set the question at rest. (Applause.) (The spe•ker
was prevented, from want of tim.,, from
giving the intended conclusion to his
speecl1.)
Another gentleman present moved the
following amendment to the resolution:" That spirit-rapping, table-moving, and
similar phenomena, are not attributahle
to preternatural agency." Mr. Reed
bad cast censure on our grandmothers
and grandfathers for believing in ghosts
and hob-goblins ; but be really thought
the people of the present day, who belieTed in such things as table-moving and
spirit-rapping, were much more to be
censured. He did not belieTe th>1t the
spiritual world exercised any influence
over the natural world; but that all these
influences were produced by natural Jaws.
The extracts which had been read were
not of much importance, because books
could be written to prove anythi "g ; and
with regard to the " facts" which had
been brought before them, he should aay
hat they were exaggerations. He did

not mean to say that they were altogetlaer
falae ; bat although they might not haYe

been written with the intention to deceiff
people, there had been, in a great many
instances, a mental delueion, similar• to
that of Martin Luther, when he th~
so long about the . devil, that he fimcied
the devil came in and took up his iak·
bottle to throw at him. (Appl&WK\)
He should like to ask how a spiritul
being COllld have a material hand, He
thought the person who tried to pl'Oft
that tried to prove too much. Our ignorance of the causes that produced tbeee
things WB8 attributable to a want of
knowledge. (Much laughter.) He believed that in some fut.ure times theee
e&W!e8 would be found out.
We had
only just to look at the knowledge we
poueesed now, and at what· was pollle88ed
by our grandfathers and grandmotben,
and we might hope that in our own time
much more might be explained. The
fact was, Profet1110r Anderson bad exploded the matter. (Laughter.)
Mr. DBBENHAM said he should not
have offered any remarks on the subject,
if no one had spoken in defence of Professor Anderson. He could not under-stand howanyreasonable man could defend
him, for he profeseed to be an imposter.
All his pretended enthusiasm about apiritrapping was merely got up to tickle the
public ear. Anybody who noticed his
attitude, his manner 1upon the stage, could
tell it was all "a flam." They might
know what Profe11110r Anderaon was by
his bills, about "the sea-green bonnet," .
"the two hundred tall young ladies,"
and the like. It had been said, " Wlty
should we be too credulous?" It might
be said, with equal force, " Why should
we be too incredulous ? " It was not
nece888J'Y to cite instances from history to
show how scientific discoveries, which
had been pooh-poohed and laughed at at
first, had been ultimately believed. The
public excitement against spirit·rapping
was sufficient evidence of the prevailing
scepticism. Ignorant people would a great
deal rather say a thing was all nollltellle
than take the trouble to louk into it.
He had witnl"'8ed extraordinary manifestations of spirit-rapping and table-turning.
although not such strange things as had
been related by Mr. Reed. With regard
lo the d..aignation, he thought that preterphysical, or pretennaterial, or preter-
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mechanical would be the most expre.ive;
and he felt convinced that a motion
couched in such moderate terms must
meet the approbation of many thinking
pt!llODI!.

Mr. w ALLINGTON said he was very
much pleased with the moderate manner
in which Mr. Reed bad brought the
queetion forward. He had seen a little
lpirit-rapping, or something of the kind ;
but he was sorry to say that he bad not
seen it satistactorily. He went to see an
.American medium, who happened to be
cloee by him, and was ·received very
courteously, without being required to pay
for his visit. He either did, or thought
he did, discover at first how the effect was
produced ; but being an enquirer af\er
truth, he thought it advisable to say
nothing about it. Whether the parties
were guilty of knowingly tipping the
table, or whether it was done by involuntary muscular action, he was not prepared
to say ; but that it teas done by muscular
action, he was perfectly satisfied. The
medium always took care, he observed,
to sit on the side of the table at which
the support projected the least from the
centre. On another occasion, he visited
a writing medium four or five times, and
he must say there were some very extraordinary questions answered, which it
would almost puzzle a philosopher to
11DSWer ; but he conceived that the
answers might have been produced by
what was called an abstract state, on the
part of the medium. He asked several
questions that would admit of various
answers ; and each answer seemed to be
perfer.tly satillfactory. On another occasion, he was lying on a couch, and was able
to see how the table was rapped, though
he could not tell how the answers were
given. This certainly did not prove the
falsehood of the general principle ; but
he must say that part of the exhibition
which he had been fortunate enough to
see, had certainly gone the wrong way to
prove its truth. He should be very
happy if any lady or gentleman could
demonstrate to him something that was
more satisfactory. He wanted truth, and
be was perfectly willing to wait for it.
He had been waiting a long time for
truth ; he had got a little of it, and what
he bad got he intended to hold fast. He
oonsidered that moet of what had been
nanated, might be brought about by

persons anxiously expecting the manifestation, and fully believing that it would
come. If they were sitting an hour, aaMr. Reed had mentioned, perhaps the
majority of them would get into a state
of psychology, and the very slightelt
thi "g would make an impression upon
them. The least movement of the table
would be sufficient to make them say it
was going, and the very saying it was
going would make it go. He (Mr. Wallington) should be glad to know Mr.
Reed'• opinion of Professor Farraday'B
apparatus.
·
Mr. RAVNBR moved an amendment to
the effect that the phenomena which had
been attributed to spiritual influence were
too frivolous to have been produced by
beings who had passed into another state
of existence. He said, the corporeal arm
had settled him. He should like Mr.
Reed to say how spirits could really have
an arm of flesh and blood.
Mr. J11ARY asked if there would be any
objection to prolong the discussion for
half an hour? He had attended a very
extraordinary meeting, and. he should
like to give some account of 1t.
[Several other gentlemen were altio
anxious to narrate the particulars of
spirit manifestations of which they had
been witnesseB.]
The CHAIRMAN said he should have
no objection, so far as he was concerned
personally ; but it was necessary to act
in accordance with the rules of the class,
which required the reply of t~e gentleman who introduced the subject at a
quarter past ten.
Mr. RBBD-I regret, Mr. Chairman,
that a little more time has not been
allowed for discussion, because I know
there are gentlemen present who have
witnessed these manifestations, and who
would have gladly related them. . e
must, of course, abide by your dec1s10n,
though I should have been glad to
have been fortified by additional facts
and arguments, which, I think, wo~d
have been brought forward. Now,. srr,
in briefly replying to the observations
which have been made, I say most
distinctly that the facts I related in my
opening have not been in the least
degree met. They have been called
"frivolous," it is true ; but does that
disprove them ? Frivolous I A fact is
a fact. All our opinions are founded on

yr
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facts; and any &ct, howenr trifling it cry out for " more facte," which could
may seem, whether it be the appearance only be ob ained by a greater waste of
of an arm, the tipping of a table, or the time? It is idle to talk thus. If mun are
winking of an eye, ought to be taken led by means of these manifestations (aa
rationally into consideration, and not I know thev often have been) to renounce
ooled "frivolous.'' The first speaker their materialist views which they have
·was Mr. Henken; and I have been trying entertained for years. and to accept corto bring ro a pnint the drift of that gen- dially a belief in the existence, long detleman 's argument, which appears to me nied, of a spiritual world; if by these
to be this : these manifestations are con- things a blow is struck at that cold,
trary to Mr. Henken's experience, and withering, miserable, comfortless, doctrine
therefore the whole thing is a delusion. that"Whenwediewearedonewith;''ifa
(Laughter.)
He calla them pre-emi- distinguished authoress hu admitted that
nently extravagant. Well, does that these phenomena have been a pillow to
account for them? I say, what he says her old age which nothing earthly could
is pre-eminently extravagant; and now have given, and that she has enjoyed
we are on a par in that matter. First, much pleasure in her life, but never haphe seems to ..av that names are of little pine88 like this-tell me not it is a waste
value in this question, and then he wants of time to think of them. I believe, inmore names and more facts. Why, deed, that the existence of a11other world
would he have me read to you the whole can be demonstra•ed on higher gro~nds
book from which I quoted, and keep you than these; but then I know that there
here till to-morrow morning? Yet, in are many minds to whom those higher
J)O other wav could I have done what he grounds cannot appeal; there are some
desires. I "narrated what I have seen who, like the Apostle Thomas, want the
myself, and brought forward a few other evidence of their senses. To him such
facts, stated on good authority, merely as evidence was granted: and shall we say
samples out of a perfect m&88 of undeni- that it is a reflection upon Providence, or
able evidence collected on this matter. a waste of time. if palpable, sensible eviTbe truth is, Mr. Henken is so dead-set dence of the existenc" of the spirit world
against the facts, that be seems deter- is given to the Thomases of our own day?
mined not to believe them on any amount (Hear hear,andapplause.) Then lam told
of testimony, or, at any rate, not to allow that what I have related is "ridiculous;"
them to influence his opinions. He to which I can only say, that what is conreminded me of what I have beard of a sidered ridiculous in one age turns out to
Frenchman, who was somewhat dogmati- be just the contrnry in the next. I have
cally laying down a theory, when some been asked if the mediums derive any
one said, " But facts are against you.'' pecuniary advantage from their doings?
"So much the wo1se for the facts then," I think that is an unkind reflection upon
said the Frenchman. (Laughter.) I a highly respectable class of persons,
am not surprise•!, however, at the at- amongst whom one gentleman has already
tempts which have been made to discredit told us, that he has found the elite of bis
these phenomena. and I only take them acquaintance. The same insinuations
as furni•hing additional proof of the ma- have been made against ministers of reteriali•tic tend~neies of the age. But I ligion, who, because they are paid, have
am told that the11e things are a reflection been supposed to be unworthy of our
on Providence. Whatever the.v are, they credence or regard. But there are very
are facts, and it is of no use calling them many mediums who recdve no pecuniary
ugly names. All facts are either per- advantage whatever, often occupying posimitt~d or ordained by Providence; bow, tions which render them independent of
therefore, any fact can be considered as any compensation for their services. But
arraigning the Divine Providence, which these manifestations often take place withperrnits or ordains it, I leave Mr. Henken out the presence of recognized mediums,
to tell you. I Rm told that these things as I have myself frequently seen. A
are attended with a waste of time. That reference ha• been made to the winkis a qne•tion forehm to the debate, which ing Virgin of Rimini, between which and
only <'Oncems the origin of the manifest&- the sp;ritual manifestations an unjust
tions. But if it is a waste of time, why parallel has been drawn. In the one case
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tests have been applit>d, and the fiaud
has been soon discovered ; in the other,
the most stringent tests have failed to dis-cover anything Rpp1oachingdelusion, collusion, or imposture. I am told that it is
poesible to have a too ready faith;to which
I can only sav, that it is equally possible,
as has been ahundantly demonstrated this
evening, to have 11 too readv disbelief. Mr.
Henken tells us that Providence works
by laws-~ proper laws." Who ever
doubted it! But is Mr. Henken here to
tell us what are " proper" laws? and are
we to adopt with " a too ready faith" his
notions of propriety? (Laughter.) The
next speaker was somewhat in favour of
spiritual manifestations; but he yet waits
for an explanation. I venture, however,
to submit that he will wait for a century
till he finds so satisfactory an explanation
as that for which I now contend. Another
gentleman told me that I had censured
our grandfathers for their folly. I had
no intention of doing so. I merely said
that they were led into perversions and
exaggerations, which we should do well to
avoid, without running into another error
in the opposite direction. The same
gentleman, I believe, said it was easy to
write books. True ; but it is not easv to
produce facts which have never occuired.
If they are not true, why are they not
denied by the thouSRnds of persons who
are said to have witnessed them? An
allusion has be.-n made to Martin Luther,
who, in the evening twilight, thought he
saw the Arch Fiend himself in his room
and courageously launched his inkstand
at the intruder. Now, supposing that was
" mere imagination," is such a case to
be compared with the manifestations now
under our consideration? Luther was
alone ; no one witnessed the appearance
but himself. But when a dozen persons
are assembled in a room, and all of them
witness the same phenomena phenomena
wbich none of them expected-shall we
·say that these are mere creatures of the
fancy ? Can a dozen intelligent men and
women be 80 deluded as to think that a
table rises many inches from the ground,
when in reality it is motionless? The
idea is grossly improbable. Mr. Anderson, I am told, has exploded the matter ;
but my friend, Mr. Debenham, seems to
think that Mr. Anderson is in a fair way of
being exploded himself, which seems to me
t>O be the more probable result of the two.
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Mr. WaJlin,ton gaTe us 80tlle reaaona for
supposing that a fraud had been practised
upon him; but he did not enlighten us as
to how he thouitht the effects were produced. Mr. Wallington, I believe, is a
great advocate for mesmerism. Now he
ought to know, and no doubt does know,
that under the name of mesmerism the
greatest deceptions have been practised ;
but do these di.prove the genuine mesmeric phenom~na? Not in the least;
nor, supposing a fraud Wl\8 really practised
in the case he mentiontod (which he has
given us no ground for belit1ving), that
cannot set aside the evidence which has
been adduced from other quarten1. Why,
sir, ten thousa11d frauds would not disprove the reality of ten genuine, well
authenticated cases. (Hear, hear.) He
thouuht the result might have been produced by an abstra•·t state on the part of
the medium. I really think he must
haTe been in a verv abstract state when
he made the assertion, for I cannot conceive what he meant by it. (Laughter.)
He intends, he SRys, to hold fast the
ideas that he has. Well, so long as
he persists in that determination, I
cannot expect that any contrary principles will enter his mind ; therefore
he is losing time by arguing. Tablemoving, he thinks, is brought about by
expectation, and "saying the table
moves makes it move:" that is droll
enough ; but what shall we say to this
variation-" Saying the table rises makes
it rise?" (Laughter.) I am asked
about FaQiday's apparatus. I saw that
apparatus when it was exhibited in this
theatre, by Dr. Lankaster. and, I confe115,
it produced no change in my opinions.
It only had reference to tahle-turning,
and could not in tht1 least degree have
any bearing upon any other manifestations. But Jet mt1 say that, at present,
we do not fully know under what conditions these effects are produced, nor
how far Professor Faraday's apparatus
may exercise a disturbing influence on
such conditions. These results, however, havt1 been.obtained under tests even
morestringent than those imposed by Faraday. Thus, tables have often been moved
without the least contact of any persons
present, and sometimes by putting the
hands in bowls of water placed on the
tables, without toucliing the bowls.
(Hear.) I am sorry to think that that
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arm ehould have eo completely knockl>d
my friend Mr. Rayner down. Now, I
did not say it W88 a real, corporeal
arm of flesh and blood . and sinew and
bone; nor did the writer whom I quoted.
What was described waa the appearance
presented. How it was produced it
might be difficult to My, nor is it nece&111\ry D<'W to inquire, But my time is up.
I believe I have noticed most of the
points brought forward by the various
speakers; :ind I will conclude by again
saying, that I have myself seen many of
these manift'Stations ; that I C'Juld vouch
for their genuineness in any Court in
Europe; and that no amount of denial on
the part of those who may not have seen
them, no t·ontemptuous epithets, no
amount of ridicule, will induce Dd' to
diabelieve the evidence of my senses.
(Applause)
The CHAIRMAN then put Mr. Rayner's
amendment to the meeting. The show
of hands for and against it was about
equal, and accordingly a second show
W88 taken, which was declared to be
in favour of the amendment. The ori·
ginal resolution was consequently lost.
ATnE1s111.-The vulgar lay not the imputation of Atheism only upon physicians,
but upon philosophers in general-whom,
for that they give themselves to understand the operations of nature, they calumniate, as though they rested on second
causes, without any respect to the first.
Hereupon it was that in the tenth age,
Pope Silvester qpassed fora magician, because he understood geometry and natural
philosophy. There is no sanctum sanctorum in philosophy. The world was
made to be iuhabired by beasts, but to be
studied and co11templated by man: 'tis
the debt of our reason which we owe unto
God, and the homage we pay for not
being beasts. Without this, the world is
as though it had not been ; or as it was
before the sixth day, when as yet there
was not a creature that could conceive
and sav there w11s a world. The wisdom
of God receives small honour from those
vulgar heads that rudely stnre about. and
with a gross rusticity admire his works:
those hil{hly magnify him whose ju<licious enq11iry into his acts, and deliberate
research into his creatures, return the
duty of a devout anti learned admiration.
-Sir T. Browne's R11ligio M11dici.

-

THE .MESSAGE TO THE DEAD.
Thou'rt passing hence. my broth .. r !
Oh ! my earliest friend, farewell!
Thou'rt leaving me, without ·thy voice,
In a lonely home to dwell ;
And from the hills, and from the heath,
And from the household-tree,
With thee departs the lingering mirth ;
The brightness goes with thee.
But thou, my friend , my brother !
Thou'rt speedin~ to the .bore,
Where the dirge-like tone of parti"g words
Shal I smite the soul no more!
And thou wilt see our holy de11d ;
The I011t on earth aud main •
Into the sheaf of kindred hearts,
Thou wilt be bound again !
Tell, then, our friend of boyhood,
That yet his name his heard
On the blue mountains, wht'oce his youth
Passed, like a swift bright bird.
The light ol his exulting brow,
The vision of his glee,
Are on me st ill--0h, still I trust
That smile again to see!
Aocl tell our fair young sisterThe rose cut down in springThat yet my gushing soul is filled
With lays she loved to siug.
Her soft deep eyes look through my
dreams,
Tender and sadly sweet ;
Tell her, my heart within me bums
Once more that gaze to meet !
.And tell our white-haired father,
That in the paths he trod,
The child he loved, the last on earth,
Yet walks, and worships God.
Say, that his last fond blessing yet
Rests on my soul like dew,
And by its hallowing might, I trust
Once more his face to vielY,
And tell our gentle mother,
That on ht'r grave I pour,
The sorrow of my spirit forth,
As on her breast of yore.
Happy thou art, that soon, how soon,
Our good and bright will see !
Oh, brother I brother! may I dwell
'Ere long with them and thee !
-Heman8.
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